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ABSTRACT 

As a natuR-based Rligion, it is often assumed that contemporary Paganism would be 
antithctical to urban life. Yct. Paganism hasdevelopcd and grown in urban centers as the 
majorityofPaganscontinuctodwclltheR. This seeming paradox is rcsolved through an 
examination of the basic tenets of Pagan beliefs, specilically thc cosmologies and 
worldviews of Paganism, and the n:alities of daily Pagan practices. Despite dichotomies 
betwcen nature and civiliution or rural and urban habitalS,Paganism's holistie 
worldview, in which all things arc imerco=ted and the divine is imm~nt in all of 
crcation, re-envisinns cities as participating in tbc 'Natun:'that Pagans honour . Asa 
ddimng worldview, Paganism is a lived religinn that not only influences perceptions of 
the city but is in tum influenccdby rcgularinternctioll5 with the urban world. A study of 
urban cxpressions of Paganism is crucial 10 undcrstanding Paganism as aviable,dynam ie, 
contempornryrcligion. 
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CHAPTER I 

.. ow WAYS LEAD TO NEW WAYS" 
AN INTRODUCTION 

ChIJrgeo/rhe Urba" Gods 

Hear our words and know us, the Gods who have been with you since befoJ'!: 
time was, and will be with you for eternity, for we aJ'!: forever <me in Spirit 

Hear us in our thousand voices, seek us out in our many faces, and know that 
whcther in the decp oflhe forest or the hean of the cOllCretejungle, that we;ne 

with you always 
Wimess our creation and Irnow our worXs, 

For in the labouring Tower Crane and the budding flower, We are there, 
At the peaks of the SkYSCl1lpers and Ihe heights of the Mountains, we are therc, 

In thc rushing rivers, and in the sea of Humanity that surrounds you, wc;ne 

""re. 
In the fires oftli<: sun and the electric hum, we;ne there, 

Learn ro love and hooour your own creations as you lovc ours, and to use with 
wisdom Ihe gifts you have been given, and all that We continuc to give you. 

Know that wli<:rever your journeys take you, We;ne always with you, and will 
be with you always, dancing the danceof life, and singing the song of creation. 

And wlH;:n night comes to the universe, we will be thcre. to take you in our arms, 
and give you rest. that creation may rise again. 

(Amanita 2003) 

TIle opening passage is a liturgical creation written by a Pagan informant, which 

mirrors the more traditional "Charge of the Goddess" (written by Doreen Valiente) found 

in contemporal)' Pagan publications and recitcd in rimals. hisadevotionaldescriptionof 

what Urban Paganism could be as it embraces Ihe unique landscapes of cities large and 

small. Statistically. the majority of contemporary Pagans live in cities (Adler 1986; 

Berger 1999,2003; Kirkpatrick. Rainey and Rubi 1986; Orion 1995), contrary to the 



historical definition of 'pagan,' from the Latinpaganus, denoting a rustic or country 

dweller (Adler 19869,45; Buckland 1993, 5; Guiley 1991, 401; Hutton 1999,4; 

Rabinovitch 1996, 75). lbis paper is a study of the seeminglyparadollical situationofa 

nature·based religion thriving in modem urban centres. [argue that, despite the dominant 

contcmporary Pagan discourse of nature that insinuates an idyllic, romantic, wild realm 

outdoors and out ''1here,'' the routine pI1lCticcs of Pagans and their daily intcractions with 

urban worlds reveal that Pagans are negotiating bctwcen a nature-centrcd worldvie wand 

an urban spirituality as theyincorporatc themooem urban realm into their concepl$ of 

nature and Paganism. 

When I speak of Pagan relationships with natural and urban environments I mean to 

evoke the mutual interactions that are taking placc between contemporary Pagans and the 

world in which they live. Pagans describe having a spiritual connection with nature, 

which is one facet of their rdationship with the natural world. There arc also physical, 

emotional, and social connection between humans and the earth (iocluding all its 

organisms) that Pagans have incorporated into their worldview. These conJ}C(:tions are 

al$O applicable to the urban environments that are borne to many organisms. Many 

Pagans are exploring such urban spiritual,physical,crnotional,and social connections as 

theyre-envision how they mighl prncticc tbcirreligion in tbc "real world" in which they 

live. Such concerns are insidious, if not explicit, in many Pagan books and magazine 

articles. Discussions about relationships with urban environments are becoming more 

common among Pagans and the topic of workshops and articles, but they are still nota 

centrallopicoffocus for most Pagans. Nevertheless, even those Pagans not specifically 



diS(:ussing the implications of practicing their rdigion in a city develop these 

relationships through their actions and interactions on a daily basis whiJe Jiving within 

cities, suburbs, and towns. 

In order to contextualize the following study of this process ofredcfinition I mu st 

first provide the reader with some insight regarding my methodology and my usc of the 

terms "Paganism," "nature," and "modem urban world." Prior to elaborating upon my 

evidence for this process I will also provide abriefoutlinc of the chapten to folio w. 

M ethodology 

In accordance with an imelpretive model of research that assumes a social 

construction ofroality and remains open to muhi.vocal intelpretations of phenomena 

(LeCompte and Schensull999,48-51) I have primarily rclioo upon Pagan narratives to 

describe the phenomena of urban Paganism. By employing Strauss' grounded theory 

(Strauss and Corbin 1998), I have coded an ocean of primary sources gathered through 

variousmed.ia, including: intetViews, participant observation, casual conversati ons,public 

bulletin board discussions,ar\icles in print, intcrnctpublications, and Pagan books. 

Tltroughacareful examination of these multiple voices I have attempted todi=m 

panems, themes, and the complC71 relations that exist between the personal worldviews 

and opinions of Pagans and their environments. Each interview (and each published 

exposition) is a unique example of how Pagans interact with an urban environment in a 

spiritually fulfilling manner. There are shared positions taken as Pagans create 

connections between their religion and their cities, but there are also idiosyncratic 



differences. Some urban Pagans are more engaged with their environment than others, 

however, regardless of their explicit attempts to navigate an urban Pagan cnvironmcnt, all 

city dwellers must establish some fonn of relationship with their environment. In my 

current research, I seek to identify some of the interrelationships between Pagan 

individuals,thcirnature-basedreligion,andtheirurbanlife-wor!d. 

Although I refcrence literature written by Pagans (online and in print), I do not 

mean to imply that these texts necessarilyearry any significant wcight inthc wideTPagan 

community. In most cases, these texts serve as reflections of Pagan thought, not 

authoritative directions. Paganmaga~inesso!icitartidesfromgene",l readers, resulting 

in a multi-vocal publication that inc1udcs a range of interpretations on any given t opic. 

Websitesand Pagan books provide a similar opportunity for individuals. Readtogcther, 

Pagan Internet artic1es, books,and magazines present a corpus of texts that represen tthe 

vicws ofcvery Pagan who ebooses to write and share his or her beliefs, opinions, and 

practices 

Seve",! articles and books have been published thatspecifieallyaddress being a 

modem, urban Pagan (Budapest 1993; Hunter 1997; Kaldera and Schwartzstein 2002; 

Morrison 2002; Pcnczak 2001; Telesco 1993, 2000; Adenaire 1999; Link 1996, n.d.; 

Faolan n.d.). These texts provide an excellent resource for researchers in their 

representation of Pagan views on living in a city, though tbe readeTmust keep in mind 

that these are not authoritative tcxts and may not reprosent the views ofotberindividuals . 

Public bulletin boards (online) are similarly rich with interactive discussions eonce ming 

urban Pagan practices and beliefs. When referencing public postings I have chosen to 



observc the individual's rights 10 anonymity and havc nol cited names or pseudonyms. 

Participant observation is a nalum[ by-product of my membership in the Pagan 

community (which will be addressed below) wherein I am able to immerse myself in the 

activities and later record my observations and experiences. However, in light of 

individual and group rights to anon)TI1ity, references to any public events I have attended 

(as a participant who is also a scholar) will rel1Ulin anon)TI1ous. 

In addition to the above methods of gathering information I have conducted semi-

structured, open-<,nded interviews. My sample of Pagan interviews included participants 

from across Nonh America who responded to online postings made in targeted internet 

newsgroups' as well as on Pagan web-pages (including Witchvox - the most widely 

accessed Pagan site) that described my research and my interest in speaking with urban 

dwelling Pagans. Potential interviewees contacted me ifand when they were interested in 

participating. (Even in-person interviews conducted locally were often organized through 

e-mail for the conveniClla' of both panics.) Although this sampling method ellcludes 

Pagans without internet access, it greatly ellpands the J"eSOUICe base by effectively 

tmnscending gwgraphic limitations? AI$O, as interviewees had actively chosen to 

panicipate in my study and had shown considerable interest, I was not imposing myself 

on any specific group, coven, or individuals. Participants were gathered from a wide 

sample and interviews were conducted botb in cyberspace and in penon. In-person 

interviews were conducted in Winnipeg, Manitoba. SI. John's, Newfoundland, and 

Halifu, Nova Scotia. My sampling was pUipOsive (Bernard 2001, 182-4): [ $Ought 

informants who could speak from ellperience on the topic of Paganism and living in a 



city. As a non-random and limited sample, I realize that my infonnants do not represent 

the entirety of the Pagan community. This is endemic of all interviews with Pagans, of 

whom it is often said (by Pagans): "Ask ten Pagans and you'll get fifteen different 

answers." ThisvarietyistomybcncfitasthepuIpOSeofmyresearchistodisccrnand 

analyse the variety of ways in which Pagans interact with their urban environment. for 

this purpose I desiTed a wide sample of infonnants. I interviewed all willing participants 

without prejudice. I did not necessarily know their gender, age, or location befoTe 

specifically inquiring about such demographic infonnation. My resulting sample includes 

males (approllimately 25%) and females, Pagans from across North America residing in 

cities of various sil:es, residents of downtown, suburban, and town homes, pel"Wns aged 

from latc tcens to fiftics, and iodividuals with ellplicit cllpcricncein thePa ganmovement 

from one year to a lifetime. 

The majority of my interviews were mediated througb the Internet with "e

interviews" (Bampton and Cowton 2002). I utilized both synchronous (MSN messenger) 

and asynchronous (c-mail) mcthods. Internetmediatcdrcsearchisarclarive1ynewtopic 

for ethical and methodological discussions, however, many relevant texts have been 

published to date (Bampton and Cowton 2002: Clarke 2000; Daw50n 2000; Hewson et a/. 

2003). Drawing upon tbesepublished sources and my own ellperiences, I have carefully 

weighed the potential strengths and weaknesses to conclude that e-interviews are a 

valuable tool in my research. 

TIle process of interviewing Pagans has been facilitated by my open and 

aclmowlcdged involvement with Paganism. I am ao insider to the Pagan worldview as a 



solitary practitioner of over ten yean and an organizer of local Pagan communities and 

events. I share a common language with most of my infonnants and subsequently our 

intetViews and discussions were enhanced by our ability to share our knowledge and 

perceptions. It should be noted that, as is common in the Pagan community, I hold 

different beliefs and perspectives from some of the Pagans I speak with so that common 

words and concepts sometimes rcquire additional explanation on both sides. As an 

insider to my research topic. I am also an urbanite who understands life in a city from my 

experience as a middle-class female who has moved seven times to cities of various size. 

Last, but certainly not least, I am a scholar of religions mediating between Pagan eo

religionists and the academic world. Although the intended readership of this thesis is an 

academic committee, I know that many Pagans I spoke with fonnally and infonnally 

during the research process are expecting to read the Ilnal product of my research to 

whichntanycontributedtheirpersonalworldvicws. 

Living as a Pagan in the urban world provided the intpetusto begin this research. 

I had observed that Paganism was an urban phenomenon, but at the time none of the 

academic literature or Pagan texts I had encountered addressed or openly acknowledged 

the issue. My curiosity was peaked as both a practitioner and more notably as a 

researcher. 

I am certainly not alone in being both a contemporary Pagan and an academic 

studying Paganism. Wendy Griffm (Foltz and Griffin 1996), Joanne Pearson (2001), 

Nancy Ramsey Tosh (2001), and Michael York (2003) have each explicitly addressed the 

issue of their insider status as Pagans studying and writing about Paganism fiom various 



academic fields. Whether an insider or WI outsider to the group being studied, every 

ethnologist, anthropologist. and sociologist has personal biases that must be 

acknowledged during researt:h. As a participant in the Pagan worldview 1 am influenced 

by my personal, invested interest in pUr$uing this research,but my methodologies and 

theories are detennined by my training as a scholar. My imider status provides many 

betK:fits in studying a diverse and diffuse minority religious group arnl is balanced by my 

academically motivated endeavours 10 critically examitK: my research material in order to 

consider and present a balanced analysis. 

COlllemporary Paganism is a steadily growing minority religion in North America. 

The 2001 Canadian CeltSus posits lhat there are 21,080 self-identified Pagans and 

Wiccans indicating . 281.2% itK:reasefrom the 1991 CetlSUS (Statislics Canada 2001). 

There has been no equivalent federal census of religion in the United States. Estimates 

have ranged from 150,000 to over a million. The most frequently cited estimate of 

300,000 Pagans by Aidan Kelly (1992, 141) or the more conservative estimation of 

150,000-200,000 by Helen Berger ( 1999,8-11) are dated and debateable. The 2001 

American Religious Identification Survey (ARIS 2001) estimates a cumulative number of 

307,000 Wiccans. Druids and Pagans in the continental U.S. In the similar 1990 National 

Survey of Religious Identification only 8,000 Wiccans were self-identified, implying. 

1.675% increaseofWiccans in the U.S. over lhe last decade. ) lllese statistics are 

problematic for several reasons, including thaI many Pagans choose to not reveal their 



religious adherence publicly.' Given the divergent estimations and the problems 

associated with national census results, it is difficult to dctermine an accurate population 

size for Pagans. However, the numbers provided present a minimum number for 

discussing Pagan populations and an indication of the relative size of the community 

within a national population. According to 2001 census statistics in Australia. Britain, 

Canada, and the United Statcs. Pagans represent approximately one tenth ofapercentage 

of each nation's population. 

One of the grcatest difficulties in quantifying and dcfining Paganism is thewidc 

range of religious and spiritual beliefs that this telm is often used to describe. The 

dcfinition of Pagan is fluid - it changes between and within the contexts OfresearchefS, 

practitioners, and detractors.' It is sometimes used as an umbrella term encompassing 

various religious paths, and other times as a specific designation - especially by 

practitioners who self-identify with what they perceive to be the traits of Paganism.' In 

common usage. the terms "Pagan." "Wicean." and "Witch~ are often used 

interchangeably by practitioners and academics, despite the adamant concerns of some 

practitioners and academics that these: telms describe overlapping, but ultimately 

different,groups. Unfortunately, there is no clearly emerging consensus in scholarly (or 

lay) literature concerning the definition of Paganism. Alternative terms such as nature-

bascd andearth-centred religion have been suggested, which have only added to the listo f 

possible labels for this movement.' I have chosen to use the term "eontemporary 

Paganism" (often shortened to simply "Paganism") rather than Neopaganism because the 

prefix "oro-" presumes that there was an original Pagan movement. Contrary to the 



mytho-history of modern Paganism that preswnes the cum:nt religion is a dir«1 

continuation and re-enactment of pre-historic religion and despite significant arguments 

for tracing some roots of the movement back as early as the Renaissance, contemporary 

Paganism is a uniquely modern religion shaped by present-day forces and concerns, 

The following definitions by scholars from divergent fields studying 

contemporary Paganism have influenced my definition of the term, (I have maintained 

their use of the tenn Neopaganism for the sake of accurately representing their 

definitions,) Cultural anthropologist Loretta Orion states that American Ncopaganism is 

a blending of European pagan customs and beliefs with other non-Judea-Christian 

magico-religious systems from AmerIndian to Egyptian, Celtic, Norse, Voodoo, Cabala 

and science fiction (1995, 41-2), Wouter J, HanegraafT, a scholar of Hennelic 

Philosophy, defines Ncopaganism as "all those modern movements which are, finotly, 

based on the conviction that what Christianity has traditionally dcnounced as i dolatryand 

superstition actually represents/represented a profound and meaningful religious 

worldview and, SC(:ondly, that a religious practice based on this worldvicw can and 

should he revitalized in our modern world" (1998, 77), These definitions highlight the 

plurality of both the modem manifestations of Paganism and its historical predecessors 

and influences, 

Michael York,anotedreligious studies scholar in the fic1d of new religions, has 

provided the most thorough and,in many ways highly inclnsive, designation in his es say 

"Defining Paganism" (2000) that locates the contemporary movement in a historical 

tradition of pagan worldvicws, His analysis of paganism (of which the contemporary 



Pagan movement is one example) as a broad form of religion, which has been elabomted 

upon in his recent publication titled Paga" Theology: Paganism as a World Religion 

(2003), provides much insight into the contemporary movement of Paganism. According 

to York,paganism is highlypolym0'Phie in its lack ofa eentral authority"beea use pagan 

identity is locally determined - by both individuals and communities" (2000, 8). 

Furthermore, "any religious perspective that honors the natural [and the human and 

preternatural] as the sacred itself made tangible, as immanent holiness, is pagan" (2000, 

7). 

In accordance with this last quality of paganism, a central tenet for the majority of 

contemporary Pagans states that the sacred, often called (the) Goddess, is immanent in 

this world and manifested in nature as well as humans. Acknowledged Pagan elder 

Starhawk asserts that the immanence of the divine in nature is the most important concept 

of Witchcraft ( 1999, 226). This is best summarized by the fimt defining principle of the 

Pagan Federation (2004; a founding and influential European umbrella organization), 

which is "Love for and kinship with nature." This sentiment is echoed by many Pagans I 

have encountered, such as Justin, a twenty-one years old practitioner from Atlanta, who 

defined Paganism "as a form of spirituality in which one attempts to find a harmonious 

coexistence with nature and other living beings." The assertion that Pagans honour 

nature as a central element of their religion is the basis of this study and shapes my 

definition of Paganism. 

For my purposes, I wi\l use the term Paganism to refer to the plenitude of 

contemporary nature-based religionsl in North America that have developed since the 



1950s and 1960s.' My study examines the seeming paradox ora nature-based religion 

thriving in an environment that is presumably lacking in nature: the modern urban world. 



Ih:finingNature 

Pagans and scholars of Paganism alike often use the term "nature" with implicit 

reference to "natural scenery" wherein "natural" denotes "a) growing without human 

care; also: not cultivated ... b) e ... isting in or produced by nature: notartificial ... [andlor] 

c) living in or as if in a state of nature untOllChed by the influences of civilization an d 

society" (Merri3nt-Webster) and is thus contrasted with thc constructed urban w orld. [n 

this fonn,-nature is usually idcntificd with a grecn world; green represents the colour of 

vital plant iifc that is mostotlen associated with natural landscapes. Nature is perceived 

in a variety of forms, which have been schematized by Adrian Ivakhiv into four models or 

root metaphors (2001, 37-43). 1be first two metaphors reflect the dominant models of 

science and economics respectively: "Nature as Object" and "Nature as Rcsourcc." 1be 

remaining two metaphors are those that afTect Paganism's concepts of nature: "Nat UTCas 

Spirit" (as voiced by deep ecologists and nature mystics) and "Nature as Home" (found in 

social ecoiogy and traditional agriculture). As Spirit, nature is describc<i as a "numioous 

Other, worthy ofrevercnce and awe;" as Home it is a "source of emotional identification, 

relationship, [and] tradition" (ibid., 37). In New Age andeco-spiritual discoursesthcse 

latter metaphors respectively metamorphose into "Nature as Trickster-Teacher," wherein 

nature is "unpredictable, changeable, ultimately unknowable, but highly respoll5ive" 

(ibid., 42), and "Nature as Mother/Goddess." Pagan discourses fall between these two 

mctaphors in the form of "pagan animism" (ibid., 41-2). According to lvakhiv, "the 

terrain between the Mother and Trickster-Teacher models suggests a less monolithic, 



more polytheistic image of a sentient divinity within nature - one according to which the 

Goddess has many aspects ... or, conversely, according to which a variety of gods, 

goddesses, or spirits, are included within a larger unified whole (Gaia)" (ibid., 41). For 

Ivakhiv, the term nalure is used "as a categorical stand-in for the nonhuman and non-

artificial world which surrounds and interpenetrates with human social communities" 

(ibid., 36). 

In comparison to the definition of nature as that which exists naturally, an 

altemative and more inclll5ivedictionarydefinition is available; nature m aybedcscribed 

as: "a creative and controlling force in its entirety" or Mthe extemal world in its entirety." 

When asked to elaborate upon the Nature that they revere, Pagans often admit a more 

inclusive conceptualization of nature that is aptly illustrated in the following e)(amples. 

Ashlar Ziven, a Pagan practitioner of nine years from Phoenix, defines nature as '~ 

universe, in both physical and lIOn-physical form. Nature is made up of possibilities." 

He includes man_made10 objects as part of nature because "they are part of the universe 

and are one of the possibilities that the mailer could have become." Bright Eagle, a 

thirty-eight years old city dweller who desires a more spacious roral home, concurs that 

''the universe is madc up of living energy molded into difTerent shapes (or functions ) ... 1 

see nature as the living world all around us-the difTerent ·shapes'thatenergyhastaken." 

However, he does state that he has an "out-of-doors" bias in his relationship with nature 

and prefers forms of nature located beyond city limits; he feels isolated from nature when 

he is within the city. Bright Eagle provides an example of how Pagans are attempting to 

mediate between two dominant worldviews in Paganism: I) nature! the natural is green 



and outside and 2) nature is everywhere and everything. 

The majority of academic studies concerning Paganism (that I have discovered in 

my rescarch) have primarily focuscd on the fonner green and idyllic vision ofnarure as a 

source of Pagan inspiration, worship and the sctting for Pagan rituals, while neglecting 

the realities of daily urban life for Pagans and their religion. This is not surprising as the 

majority of Pagan literature also emphasil:es the im)X>rtance of nature, outdoor worship, 

and sctting aside sacre<i time and place. 

Although it is considered a fact that most Pagans live in cities (Adler 1986,4; 

Berger 1999,9; Kelly 1992, 146; Luhnnann 1989,29; Orion 1995,59) academic studies 

of Paganism to date have merely nOlcd in passing the paradox ofa nature-bascd religion 

developing and existing in urban environmcnts. When Pagans have bcen discusscd in the 

context of an urban or modern world (Ludeke 1989; Moody 1974; Pearce 2000) the 

Iluthors have usually done soin order to aclrnowledgethe social situation of many Pagans 

and to contextualize the study, rather than to explore the spiritually meaningful 

connections that Pagans develop in relation to cityscapes. Wendy Griffin, Gus diZerega 

and Graham Harvey are three scholars who have given some attention to this issue. As I 

was preparing my thesis, Griffin, a women's studies scholar, was researching and 

preparing a paper titled "City Witches, Romantic Greens and Nature Mystics: Goddess 

Women and Nature." This rescarch could )X>tcntially have relevance to my own, although 

Griffin's focus scems to be on more traditional concepts of nature as they are understood 

within urban areas. I I DiZerega, a political science professor who also frequently writes 

about Paganism, the modem world, and nature, has addressed Paganism and its 



connection to the modem world from a perspective of the changing social needs of 

humans in his anicle "Nature Religion and the Modern World: the Retuming Relevance 

of Pagan Spirituality" (2000). DiZerega presents a noteworthy analysis of the application 

of nature religions in the modem world, however, his central concern is how Pagans 

embrace the Sacred immanent in nature and the world, and does not specifically address 

how this is experienced or enacted within an urban environment. Harvey also touches 

upon the subject occasionally in his book Contemporary Paganism: Listening People, 

Speaking Earth (1997), but unfortunately he provides only a few statements 

acknowledging that Pagans do practice their religion in cities. My research is unique 

compared to every study of urban Pagans that I have found to date because it focu.ses on 

Pagan relationships with the city that is their immediate, dailyenvir onmentandapplies 

the concept of nature to this urban aspect of the world. 

Defining the ModernUrh ll.nWorld 

Modernity 

Thc urban world is often characterized by one of its primary sociological features: 

modernity. (am using the tenns ''modem'' and 'modernity" to refer to the current 

historical ern, beginning with the post-Enlightenment period of North American and 

Western European history. Modernity is a highly abstract tenn that is often used to 

denote the multi-faceted quality of the current social, moral, philosophical, aesthetic, 

political, and economic conditions. Modernity is often equated with the secular, 

technological, industrialized, commercialized, and capitalist worldviews that transcend 



physical, political, and cultural boundaries. As an abstract and ambiguous term, 

modernity is subjed to multiple interpretations and applications. I make no attempts to 

fully engage the debates concerning definitions of modernity and will here rely upon the 

definition provided by Gustavo Benavides in Critical Terms 10,. Religious Studies. 

Benavides, a theologian and religious studies scholar, clarifies that modernity is not a 

singular phenomenon but is rather a self-reflexive condition that distinguishes itself from 

all which came before, all that is a"tiqui (Benavides 1998, 186). The reflexivity of 

modernity is one of its defining features, one which spawns new innovations as well as 

new critiques. Pagans are active participants in modernity as thei r religion both critiques 

and draws from the modem world. In some situations (especially in the 1960s and 19705) 

Paganism has been associated with the counter cultural movement. This seems to be 

fadlitated by the marginal Slarus of Pagans and their sdf-designation as religionists 

renewing an ancient, pre-modem worldview. Although Pagans often embrace aspects of 

the counter-cultural, such as environmental degradation, feminism, and political issues, 

Paganism also embraces the technologies. ilUlOvations, and knowledge of the modem 

world. 

A Disenchanted World 

One source of the presumed paradox between Paganism and the modem urban 

world is the disenchanted, rationalized character of modernity. At the tum of the last 

century Max Weber equated die E"tzoubenlllg de,. Welt. "the disenchantment of the 

world," with the progressive ratiollDlization of the world. Increased rationalization was 



negatively mirrored by the submergence of"the ultimate and most sublime values" from 

the everyday life of society. Religion was subsequently relegated \0 a per.;onal 

"transcendental realm of m~tic life" or to private, small-scale human relations (Weber 

1952, 155). Furthennore, a binary distinction was drawn between that which is "profane"" 

and that which is "sacred."" In comparison to the rationalized world,Weberdescribesthe 

''primitive image of the world" as being a holistie world "in which everythiog was 

concrete magic" (ibid., 282) without the need for s~temalic justifications. In addition to 

this forced distinction and separation. that which was relegated to the transcendental 

realm of the sacred was deemed irrational (ibid., 281) and thus less worthy of 

consideration. 11 

Weber locates the origins of this process of rationalization, and thesubsequen t 

disenchantment of the world, within the earliest developments of civilization and 

organized religion. According to Weber, '"all theology represents an intellectual 

rationalization of the possession of sacred values"" (ibid., 153). Morris Berman, cultural 

historian and social critic, correspondingly traces the disenchantment of the world to 

approximately 2000 BCE when Judaism initiated a progressive inelination towards 

separating the Divine from the world and Nature from ourselves (1981, 70). The further 

development of Greek tbought, carried through to modem science, gave rise to a dualistic 

framework that denies an "original participation," or totality of experience, and a holistic 

worldview that undcrstands subject and object, self and other, and man and environment 

\0 be, ultimately, identical (ibid., 76-77). By evoking the worldview of their pagan 

anccstors, contemporary Pagans seek to regain the holistic original participation ( a direct 



connection with, and participation in, the natural world) that they feel has been lost in 

modem culture. 

In his study of the relationship between e<;;ology and religion, religious studies 

scholar David Kinsley examines the modem view of nature "that is thoroughly 

desacralized and mechanistic. And it is this view titat still dominates modem perceptions 

of the world" (1995, 127). According to Kinsley, 'ltjhe disenchantment of nature, 

viewing nature as primarily matter in motion, as me<;;hanical, as soulless, led to the 

disengagement of human beings from nature. Nature has been obje<;;tified" (ibid., 130). 

The obje<;;tification of nature as a commodity with no inherent value is a primary issue 

addressed by Pagans, who teach that all things are inherently sacred wi thout humans 

attributing value to them. 

In regards to the disenchantment process. one clarification should be emphasized. 

As social historian Patrick Curry has noted, the pereeived disenchantment of the world is 

not absolute. Enchantment was never fully removed from human perceptions of the 

world, but was quite successfully displaced by thc privileging of rational thought within 

Western societies, which strove to understand the world through universal laws and 

neatly classified limitations. Rational thought was subsequently employed by members 

of scientifically influenced societies in attempts to control the newly classified world by 

exercising power over it and endeavoring to defy natural limits. Re-enchantment is thus 

not a re-introduction of enchantment by Pagans - for it has always existed - but rather a 

re-cognition of the enchantment that already exists below the rationalized surface of 

modemity(Curry 1999,406-7). 



The disenchantment of the world has involved the repression of the sacred, 

mystical, and enchanted pereeptions of the world. In recent history, these aspects have 

essentially been companmentalized into the private sphere (of churches, home altars, and 

personal practices) and out oflhe daily public life of the modem world through a PIllCCSS 

of secularization. The enchanted worldviews of animism and pantheism, which attribute 

vital and divine forces to the physical world, were replaced with concepts ofa God 

removed from the world, such as Deism. This has remained the dominant structure of 

religion in the modem era. In the dualistic framework described by Weber, the Ultimate 

Source is always posited to exist both outside of our sclvcs and outside of this w orld;itis 

elsewhere, alien, unknowable, mysterious, and private. Many of these attributes are also 

present in Pagan theologies, which are rooted in esoteric and modem worldviews, but are 

actively being challenged through concepts such as immanent divinity and animism. 

Late Modernity 

As stated above, modernity is characterized by its reflexivity and recognition of 

the contingent nature of all knowledge. When this reflexivity is turned upon modernity 

itself, the result is what sociologist Anthony Giddens has labelled Late Modernity (1990). 

Societies throughout history have continually chal1enged that which preceded them 

through an evolutionary framework that presumes previous concepts and worldviewsare 

misguided, even naive (Giddens 1990 36fT; Benavides 1998, 186). Sociologist Zygmunt 

Bauman most effectively defines this coudition when he states: "The postmodern state of 

mindistheradical .. victoryofmodem(thatis,inherentlycritical,restless,unsatisfied, 



insatiable) culture over the modern society it aimed to improve through throwing it open 

wide to its own potential" (1992, viii). Postmodemity in this understanding is equivalent 

to Gidden's late modernity. 

According to Hclen Berger, in its challenge of the secularized,institutionalized, 

disenchanted modern world, contemporary Paganism participates in Giddens' late 

modernity as it seeks to re-enchant the world (1999, 5-6). In her doctoral dissenation, 

sociologist Sian Reid agrees that "Neopaganism docs not require the label 'postmodern' 

in order to be designated as a possible site of resistance nor to be utilized as an identity

constructing resource. To characterize it as 'postmodern' ignores its essential continuity 

with many of the central intellectual and moral strands of classical modernity" (2001, 

307-8; cr. Pearce 2000; Green 2003; Hutton 1999, vii). 

Contemporary Paganism shares many historical influences with the modem 

worldview, as HanegraalT effectively demonstrates in New Age Religion and Western 

Culrure: &atericism il1 the Mirror Il/ SeculfJr Thought (1998), British historian Ronald 

Hutton has similarly provided a "history of modem Pagan Witchcraft," which illustrates 

how Paganism is thoroughly rooted in western culture, in The triumph 0/ the Mool1 

(1999). 

Contemporary Paganism employs modem concepts and practices to transform and 

re-envision physical and social aspe<:ts of the modem world. The definition and use of 

magic among PagilIlS is a primary example of how Paganism and modernity share 

common approaches to the world, but utilize them to different ends. The most commonly 

cited definition of "magic" within Paganism is derived from the occult teachings of 



Aleistcr Crowley. In his simplified text Magick withollt Tears, Crowley defines magic lI$ 

"the science and an of causing change to occur in confonnityto will"(1954,ch. I). As 

such,magic can be framed as a utilitarian and manipulative \e(;hnique. In his analysis of 

magic and enchantment, Patrick Curry draws convincing parallels between magic and 

modem science. According to Curry, "the principal goal of both is to engineer changes in 

the Primary world, and both try to amass knowledge in order to predict and control that 

world; both adhere to the: idea of laws of nature which can be manipulated for human 

gain" (1999, 402). Belief in magic is part of the re-enchantment process employed by 

contemporary Paganism. As a practice, magic justifies belief in a enchanted world 

insofar as successful magic provides examples that demonstrate the effectiveness and 

truth of an holistic worldview, one in which changes in the macrocosmic world affect the 

microcosm,andvice~versa. 

As a late modern religion, Paganism represents a balancing of rational modernity 

with an enchanted late modernity. Hanegraaff argues that ''the magieal worldview is 

purposely adopted as a reaction to the 'disenchanted' world of modern western society" 

(1998, 84). An excerpt from Witchcraft Today by Gerald Gardner supports this 

description of the Pagan movement. Gardner notes that Witches "are people who want 

release from this world into the world of fantasy. To certain kinds of penon the relief 

gained has becnofcnonnous benefit and these occasional nights of release are something 

to live for" (1999, Ill). Gardner's description is indicative of an early trend in the 

contemporary Pagan movement to re-enchant the world, even if the process WlI$ not 

conceived of in these Icnns. Contemporary Paganism's focus on the immanent sacrality 



of nature and animism is dire(:tly opposed to modem, secular, rationalil:ed concepts of 

nature; the contemporary interest in Nature as sacred has arguably arisen in response to 

the modem world's denial of any intrinsic meaningfulness of nature (diZerega 2000; cf. 

Von Stuckrad 2002, 773). 

Pagans and the Urban World 

II seems to me from observations as a participant and observer of the movement, 

that as the contemporary Pagan movement gains confidence, practitiollel"$ are increasingly 

reflecting upon their contemporary situation. Most Pagans live in cities, in urban or 

suburban areas, and they are applying an animistic and pantheistic worldview to the 

str«ts, public buildings, workplaces, and homes that comprise their life-world. Urban 

Paganism has been the topic for many Pagan workshops and presentations since at least 

the mid_I990sl) and the subject of numerous online discussions, indicating a wide spread 

interest in this modem manifestation. 

Although modernity in its multiple foons is not simply an urban phenomenon - as 

it encompasses everything from contemporary agriculture practices to the futuristic 

technology of compUlel"$ - it has most often been identified with the city and urban 

culture (Savage el al. 2003, 106-134). The affects of modernity at any given time are 

most evident in the city. 

The city is an ecosystem distinct from the rural environments and wild landscapes 

romanticized by Pagans. As social geographer Michael Dear has outlined, the urban 

environment is distinct from rural life because of its obvious "hard elements": buildings 



large and small, concentrated roads and highways, copious shopping malls and street 

markets, cultivated gardcns and homogenous trees, e)(tensive, obtrusive sewers and power 

lines, and a high population density (Dear 2002, 61). A city is also defined by its ··soft 

elements": the individual interpretations and perceptions given to it by its dwellers (ibid.), 

which also differ from perceptions of rural locations. It is through manipulation of the 

soft elcments that individuals are able to re-make a city. Robert Orsi's anthology of 

sociological studies of urban religion, Gods of Ihe City: Religion and Ihe American 

Urban umdscape (1999), demonstrates how divel"K social and cultural groups re-make 

or re-imagine the city according to their needs. Orsi's introductory ChapU~T and David 

Brown's article "Urban Spaces: Afro-Cuban religion and the urban landscape in Cuba 

and the United States·' were particularly useful. Although none of the anicles specifically 

address Paganism, they provide a framework for understanding the urban manifestations 

of contemporary Paganism. As a unique social group, urban Pagans are also n:

envisioning their cities with images appropriate to their beliefs and worldviews. 

I propose that there are two categories of Pagan responses to the urban 

environment. The first is what \life might e)(pect of a nature-based religion that 

romanticizes wild places: the city is perceived as an obstacle to Pagan practices and direct 

relationships with Nature. Pagans will often seek to travel outside of the city, into rural 

areas or the wilderness, to establish a more immediate conn~tion with Nature and the 

Divine. Although they may wish to travel beyond the city, Pagans are oot always able to 

escape the city boundaries. They may use visualization t~hniques in lieu of physically 

travelling to the wilderness. Rural environments are frequently romanticized as free from 



the constraints ofmodemity and [ife outside the city is considered to be more pure, that 

is, more true to the Pagan ideal of living in hannonywith all of creation. Beginner guides 

for Pagan practices, which preswne most readers and practitioners live within the city, 

often address the need to mentally and physically block out the outside world, the noise of 

the city, telephones, and other people in order to find the Sacred. These texts also 

preference wild as well as rural nature in their teachings, imagery, and practices. Pagans 

are encouraged to go outside in order to commune with nature. This emphasis on a 

natural uncultivated environment is the dominant discourse among Pagans. 

In comparison, the reality of Pagan practices for the majority of contemporary 

Pagans, who live in cities and suburbs are that they are conducted within urban homes, 

and have variable access to the untamed namre prominent in Pagan discourses. 

Consequently, the second response involves a changing perception of the city: a re

enchantment of the urban environment. Paganism employs an animistic, polytheistic, 

pantheistic, and holistic worldview in which all things have a spirit or energy, the 

GoddessiDivine is inunanent in all of Nature, and everything in the world is connected. 

Applied to the urban world, the Pagan worldvicw implies that even the mundane things of 

the city are a part of Nature, embody the Goddess or Divine, and are animated. Many 

urban Pagans are creating this enchanted vision of the city through their active 

revisionings of the urban landscape. When nature is conceived of as the green world, 

then Pagans suggest many ways it can be found in the city or brought imo the home. 

When nature is defined as energy or all that exists, it does not need to be sought out or 

cultivated becallSC it is already present everywhere by definition. These are the two basic 



definitions of nature found in Pagan discourses. 

Although these two responses to the urban world seem opposed, in reality they 

exist along a continuum. Urban Pagans are trying to balance their initial rejection of the 

urban world with their lived experiences as urban dwellers who, as Pagans, celebrate the 

Sacred immanent in all of creation and live a daily spiritual life. 

Whi t Lies Ahead 

In the following chapters I will elaborate upon the issues I have raised in this 

introduction to illustrate how contcmporary Pagans are re-cnvisioning urban 

environments. The tide of each chapter is derived from Pagan chants that are 

thematically tied to the content of each chapter. I have used chants because they are a 

medium for communicating the basic worldview of Paganism and are sh.ared among 

Pagans through a folkloric process at festivals, open circles, and online. 

Chapter two further elaborates upon the perceived dichotomy of an urban nature

based religion through an cxamination of how Pagans understand and relate to nature as 

an object of inspiration (as illustrated by the title chant "we are one with the soul of the 

earth") and as an ideal location for religious practices. This vision of nature is then 

compared with Pagan conceptions of the uroan realm aod their participation therein. In 

chapter three ("She changes everything She touches") I outline the basic beliefs that 

define Paganism'S enchanted worldview and how these are applied in the urban world, 

with panieular attention to how they rc-cnchant the urban environment. Chapter four 

r'Goddess is alive; magic is afoot"") introduces the plethora of other-than-human beings 



that populate the urban Pagan world and, through a case slUdy of belief in faeries, 

illustTates how belief in such beingsoperntes tore-enchant the urban world. Chapterfivc 

("We are a circle within a circle") is a study of sacred space and place that focuses on the 

important rolc of location in creating a meaningful relevant cosmos and illustrates how 

urban loo:<ltions play significant roles in Paganism. FinallY,cilaptersixooncludesthe 

thesis by "winding, binding the seeds we've sown, weaving the truths wc'vc known and 

drawing them home againH as it situatcs the preceding topics within a study of Paganism 

as an urban religion cnactcd in daily lifc. 



CHAPTER 2 

·'WE ARE ONE WITH THE SOUL OF THE EARTH" 
AN URBAN NATURE-BASED RELIGION? 

[n addition to the disenchanted character of the modem world, a second paradox 

exists between Paganism and an urban religion: the physical, literally ooncrete nature of 

cities that do not seem to allow for the green, living Nature that Pagans honour. 

ContemporMY Western Pagans seek to harmonize the assumed contrndiction of a nature-

based religion that is located in seemingly antithetical urban spaces. Dominant Pagan 

discourses emphasize the prominence of pristine and wild nature for Pagan spirituality 

and practices. In contrast, the daily religiOliS experiences and practices of Pagans lake 

place in cities and are situated in the modern, mundane world. 

C ity/Count ryPolarities 

Since the beginning of civilization the city has been juxlaposed with nature, the 

oountryside, and wild regions. Among early civilizations in the Mediterranean and 

Americas, cities were constructed as mirrors of the heavenly cosmos and were perceived 

as ordered and distinct systems juxtaposed with the chaos of nature equated with the land 

outside of the dty and beyond human oontrol (Atherton 1986; Cole 1994; Eck 1986; 

Pezzoli·Oligato 2000; Tuan 1974). Cities were principally considered the ideal living 

places of a civilized world. Following the Industrial Revolution, the oountryside and 



natural landscapes came to be valued over the city. According to Yi-Fu Tuan, from the 

perspective of city dwellers, the wilderness once embodied chaos and purity, farming was 

left for peasants, and country estatcs were sanatoriums for the melancholic. The city, by 

oontTast, represented "order, freedom, glory, but also worldliness, the OOfT1,lption of 

natural virtues, and oppression" (Tuan 1974, 248). In the 19th century this concept was 

revised as the wilderness came to represent "order (a:ological order) and freedom 

whereas the central city is chaotic, a jungle ruled by social outcasts" (ibid.). In this 

dualistic paradigm, rural and wild landscapes are equated with narure and the sacred 

while the urban world of man-made objects and structures is associated with civilization 

(including its negative effects on the natural world) and the mundane or profane. 

T heQlher 

In its opposition to the civilized uman world, narure is most often experienced as 

"other than us, namely, the forces and life forms, surrounding us, impacting us, beyQnd 

our control, but in reciprocal relationship with us" (Taylor 2001, n.p.). The wild 

landscapes of nature position it as the sacred other that is distinctly different from the 

daily experiences of Pagans and most urban dwellers. This is largely due to the dominant 

agrarian myth of North America. According to Tuan, '1be dominant myths of America 

are non non-urban. They are often anti-urban... ]be dominant spatial metaphors for 

American destiny, particularly in the nineteenth century, are the garden, the West, the 

frontier, and wilderness. ]be city, by contrast, stands for the world's temptations and 

iniquities" (1974,193). In the current century, the city is also the locus of materialism 



and consumerism, which exemplify ''the world's temptations." In Qrsi's examination of 

the influeoce American cities have historically had on religion, he attributes the source of 

the agrarian myth to "Nostalgia and dissatisfactioo with the qualities of urban life in an 

industrial and then post-industrial society" (1999, 13). The nature myth of North 

American culture also functions in the personal and collective mythologies (Rees 1995) 

of contemporary Pagans lIS they re-envision their relationships with the natural and urban 

worlds. According to Orsi, "it is often precisely the disjuncture between environment and 

religious idioms that occasion crises, cultural creativity, and religious innovation" (1999, 

42). Such is the situation of oontemporary Paganism as it attempts to bridge the nature-

urban dichotomy and position itselfas a religion of nature within cities. 

Embracing Nature 

Pagans are usually self-proclaimed nature-enthusiasts; all of my infonnants 

assumed that nature was a basic aspeo:t of Paganism. Scott Cunningham, an influential 

Pagan author, provides a prime example of this sentiment in the following recollection: 

From the earliest years of my life I have been attracted to Nature in all its 
manifestations. The sight of a field of blooming wildflowers, the texture of a 
granite cliff, the untameable fury of a prairie thuoden;torm - these are some of 
my most vivid childhood impressions. 

While my peers tossed around footballs or investigated the mysteries of engines 
and carburetors, I gazed into the night sky, attempting to comprehend its 
vastness ... 

After many years I finally realized that the ways of magic are revealed to those 
who work with the forces of nature. The secrets are written in meandering 
streams and drifting clouds; they are whispered by the roaring ocean and cooling 
breeze; they echo in caves and rocks and forests ... 

The forces of Nature -as they are expressed in the Earth, Air, Fire and Water-



were pre-cxistent to our appearance on this planet. These forces could be thought 
of as our spiritual ancestors who paved the way for our emergence from the 
balmy prehistoric seas of creation. (l999a, preface) 

In his early historical study of contemporary Paganism, Robert Ellwood also oosetves: 

"The Neo-Pagans hold that ... man must fmd a niche in the world, neither high nor low, 

where he cooperates with nature and its deep forces on a basis of reverence and 

exchange ... What wonders he sees of nature and of himself he leaves untouched, save to 

glorifY and celebrate them" (1973, 188). Many Pagan groups have focused on an 

unabashed worship of nature as the ideal model for life, which may be enacted in 

communal living, espedally in the early period of the contemporary Pagan movement that 

overlapped with the anti-cstablishment movements of the 1960s and 1970s. For example, 

Fred Adams and his group Feraferia (which means "nature celebration', sought to 

remove themselves from the urban environments to inhabit rural communal space. In 

1970, Adams wrote: ''These sanctuaries are intended to replace trnsh heap cities as 

normative environs for human community. From these centers, men, women, and 

children will find their true pagan vocation in seasonal celebration and service to the 

surrounding Wilderness region, and thus generate Faerieland" (in Ellwood 1973, 200). 

Rejeding the City 

Numerous contemporary Pagans have continued to advocate for practitioners to 

leave the city to worship, though they do so \mowing that most Pagans live in the city. Z. 

Budapest encourages Pagans to "Try to worship outdoors as much as possible. Don't let 

yourself become too much ofa oockyardpagan Of a livingTOOm witch. nUll's missing the 



point" (1989, 21). Similarly, in the introduction to her book Creating Circles ojPower 

and Mugic Caitlin Ubra asks her reader!;: "Do you see the sacred within the mundane? 

Do you find ways to take yourself out of the city and into Nature, and do you feel 

reverence and awe in the face of Nature's beauty1" (1994, 2). TIle latter example also 

illustrates how many Pagans have not fully formulated their complex relationship with a 

mundane city that is balanced with a love of Nature beyond the city boundaries. It is a 

difficult step to make because a mytho-historical precedence binds contemporary 

Paganism with nature worship and a return to a simpler, more natural way of life th.at was 

to be harmonious with nature. Raymond Buckland evokes this vital relationship between 

Pagans and nature when he states: 

Early people lived hand-in-h.and with narure through necessity. They were a part 
of nature, not separate from it... Modem WolMan has lost much, if not all, of 
that closeness. Civilization has cut them off. But not so the Witch! Even today, 
in this mechanized, super-sophisticated world that this branch of narure (Woman 
and Man) has created, the Wicca retain their ties with Mother Nature .... [t is not 
unusual to see a Witch. walking through the woods, stop and hug a tree. It is not 
peculiar to see a Witch throw offher shoes and walk barefoot across a ploughed 
field. This is all a part of keeping in touch with nature; of not losing our heritage. 
(1993,8) 

Such steps to physically connect with the natural world are considered necessary because 

Pagans and scholars alike often believe that cities alienate their inhabitants from nature. 

In their study of a modem coven, Allen Scarboro, Nancy Campbell, and Shirley Stave 

describe their inte!pTCtation of one Pagan woman's relationship 10 her urban 

environment: "Lady Devayana chose a fonn of Diana [as her namej, the Huntress Mother 

of Animals, as a way of expressing her concern for ecology and animal rights, to deepen 

her sense of herself as woman in rune with the moon, and to learn ways of bridging our 



citified estrangement from untamed nature" (1994, 45). Unfonunately, Scarboro, 

Campbell, and Stave do not offer further examples of this bridging process or elaborate 

upon the sources or effects of a "citified estrangement from untamed nature." 

Nevenhcless, it is significant that they observed and wrote about this phenomenon, if 

only briefly, as it indicates an assumption that urban Pagans are isolated from nature. 

In their desires to re-establish a personal relationship with untamed nature, 

contemporary Pagans are restricted by the boundaries established by cities, especially by 

the physical constructs of roads and buildings that visibly disrupt the natural world. 

Michael York notes: "the urban and engineering creations of human civilisation mayor 

may not be considered natural evolutionary developments, but for the 'nature religionist' 

they tend to be seen as obstructions or masks of the earth's natUJ1l1 equilibriwn, that 

balance that we perceive in undisturbed and ullContaminated environments" (2000, n.p.). 

However, the concept of a citified estrangcmcnt does not adequately describe the 

situation. City boundaries are penncable and ever changing. Animals may pass through, 

plant seeds drift across, humans traverse them, and suburban construction continues to 

push the borders ever further from a true urban center. Modem agriculture and the 

growth of oottage-country has created a grey zone that is neither urban nor untamed 

nature. It is not merely cities that estrange their inhabitants from the wilds of nature, but 

rather all human constructions, which create the boundaries that have isolated humans 

and all their creations from the chaos of nature. Despite these boundaries however, 

nature relentlessly impinges upon human environments. 



Runl Ritual SpaeH 

The aequisition of private rural areas of land by Pagan groups is often cited as 

examples of Pagans as a whole preferring to practiee outside of cities. In their 1999 

survey of Pagan social identities, Jorgensen and Russell ootethat "Ncopagaru; prdc:r 

meetingwhcneverpo$sibleinanaturesc:uing(suchaspublicparldands,forests,ormore 

rural areas) away from outsiders. Large festivals and other gatherings, for instance, 

almost always are located on public lands or private properties (sueh as campgrou ndsor 

farms) in more rum! areas" (1999, 331). The authors do not hypothesize why this is the 

case, however, some Pagans and scholars seem 10 asswne that Pagans gather in rural 

areas primarily to be closer 10 the natural world. This hypothesis is supponed by the 

dominant discourses of Paganism conccming nature, however, I argue that it does not 

reflect the primary reason for large rural gatherings and that this assumption ignores the 

urban experiences of Pagans. 

Contemporary Pagan groups such as Circle Sanctuary and Elf Lore Family have 

sc:curedprivate land to serve as sacred sites and communities and for annual fesli vals. 

According to their quarterly magazine, Circle Sanctuary, which was established in 1983, 

is "a non-profit international Nature Spirituality resource center and Shamanic W1Ccan 

Chun:h headquartered on a Nature Preserve near MI. Horeb, Wisconsin" that offers 

workshops, classes, weekc:nd retreats and sabbatcelcbrations. Many who venture to this 

sanctuary are urban dwellers vacationing in a nature environment and developing their 

knowledge and experience within the Pagan worldview. The natural environment is 



employed as an ideal leaching ground for Pagans because of their dominant nature·based 

discourses. 

Similarly, the popularity of festivals and other rural ritual gatherings is in part 

facilitated by the presence of nature in these locations, but this is not the only reason 

Pagans travel beyond the congested city limits. Access to relative privacy and large open 

spaces are important factofli in hosting Pagan festivals and large rituals, which are most 

easily located outside of city limits. However, it is the creation ofa community and the 

dissolution of mundane boundaries that draws hundreds of Pagans from across the 

continent to these annual festivals. 

Sarah Pike's Eanhfy Bodies. Magical Selves, an ethnography of contemporary 

Pagan festivals, provides an insightful study of the motivations for Pagan festivals. She 

assesses festival space as primarily sacred space set apart from the daily, modem, 

mundane world. According to Pike, "NeoPagans approach all festivals as opportunities 

to participate in a community of others who share some of their beliefs and practices" 

(2001, 11). Festivals also function as "places of contrast with the rest of the world" 

(ibid.) as they become liminal spaces established between the physical and spiritual 

worlds. Because they are physically set apart from the urban world of mundania. the 

whole of festival space is more easi ly bounded as sacred and liminal space. A!; liminal 

space, festivals are metaphysically set between the worlds of mundania and the gods, 

while physically they arc between the urban world and untamed nature. 

The appeal of Pagan festivals, in large part, lies in their being hosted far from 

cities and separate from both the mundane home and work-places of participants (Pike 



2001, 12; Adler 1986, 424). One festival organizer told Margot Adler, "It's a trip to the 

land of faery, where for a couple of days you can exist without worrying about the 'real' 

world" (Adler 1986,425). Festival space is structured differently than urban space and 

enables participants to behave in ways they might not feel comfonable about in the 

mundane world of their local neighbourhoods and workplace communities. As they meet 

with other Pagans, festival attendees become, at least for the weekend of the gathering, 

part of a larger close·knit community of like-minded persons (Adler 1986, 424-5; Pike 

2001, 2 1). It is the liminal community aspects of Pagan festivals that entice Pagans to 

leave their urban homes. The oIlUlipresence of n.ature is part of the atmosphere and 

idealized setting that enhances the experience for participants. but does not seem to be the 

primary motivation for festival attendees. 

Festival attendance is often cited as an example of Pagans preferring to conduct 

their rituals beyond the city. As 1 have argued, festival attenda~ is not dependant upon 

a preference to practice in n.ature. These same assumptions are often based upon surveys 

of festival attendees and thus do not refled the preferences of Pagans who do not attend 

festivals. Jorgensen and Russell assert: "Festival participants, we strongly suspect, are 

among the most devoted and active members of this movement, and thcy may differ in 

other ways from the larger Neopagan population" (1999, 326). Jorgensen and Russell 

assume that festival attendees represent the ideal Pagans who are the most fully 

committed to Paganism. They do not elaborate how they came to this conclusion or what 

it means to be a devoted Pagan. Notably, they do acknowledge that festival attendees do 

not necessarily represent the views of non-attendees and the larger Pagan population. 14 



Helen Berger attempted to address this issue in Voices form lire Pagan Ct'llSUs. She notes 

cenain demographic differences between those respondents who did and did not attend a 

festival in the previollS year,U howcver, she does not draw any condllSion regarding 

personal commitments (2003, 26, 209). 11 is problemalic to assume that those Pagans 

who do not attend festivals by choice or ba:ause they cannot afford to (ibid., 207) arc less 

devoted to their chosen religion. 

In accordance with a common ignorance of the role of urban environments, Pike 

concludes that by participating in festivals Pagans indicate their "intense dissatisfaction 

with their everyday world and the depth of their desire for something more" (2001, 22). 

She describes the urban world as being void of the spiritual things that Pagans seek. 

While it is true that festivals may offer more intense experiences ba:ause they are liminal 

and bring together a large community of like-minded persons to celebrate and share their 

energy, knowledge, beliefs, practices, and creativity, this does not preclude the 

possibilities that similar religious and spiritual experiences can occur in the urban realm. 

Pagan gatherings are often located within city boundaries and any space can be created as 

liminal sacred space through Pagan ritual and cirele casting. The assumption that Pagan 

religious experiences are lacking in cities is evidence of the dominant nature myth among 

scholars of Paganism who focus on links between Pagans and the natuml world mther 

than the lived world. In addition, those Pagans who attend festivals do so occasionally, 

perhaps once or twice a year for an annual gathering,16 and individuals who are cited in 

academic surveys are not quoted as being unable to practice their religion during the rest 

of the year. They arc not festival-only Pagans but modem Pagans in an urban world. 



Romanticizing Nature 

Pagan excursions into nature are often akin to vacationing in a foreign place. 

Aidan Kelly has noted, it is easy to romanticize about oows when you oon't have any 

(1992, 146). Without living in an uncultivated environment on a dai ly basis it is easy to 

forget the hardships that accompany life without modem conveniences, ineluding 

electricity and grocery stores. Although some Pagans 00 live beyond eity and town 

limits, in rural or secluded areas, the majority of Pagans continue to inhabit familiar urban 

spheres and only fantasize about life in the natural world. When Pagans venture out into 

wild landscapes they are able to ehoose their level of involvement or connection with 

natural environments. 

In oontrast, it is more difficult for individuals to separate themselves from a hectie 

urban life because they have chosen to be involved. Like many urban dwellers, Pagans 

are often workaholics, busy activists and volunteers, engaged stay-at-nome parents, or 

involved in some other fonn of diligent work and leisure. In their fantasies of life beyond 

the city borders, Pagans partake of an urbanized relationship with the wilderness that is 

respectful but distant from nature. By idealizing the natural world, Paganism 

subsequently marginalizes the urban world. As one Pagan states in a lengthy post ti tled 

'The Goddess of concrete and asphalt" on the Usenet newsgroup alt.pagan: "Many of our 

kind bemoan the cities as dead, barren wastelands of ooncrete and twisted metal, and then 

tl)' to find the goddess away from where most of us live, wor\( and die. In my opinion, 

this is foolish and hannful. What is such an act of removing one's spirituality from one's 



everyday existence other than pointless escapism?" In a similar article published by a 

Pagan magazine called WiddershirlS, a Pagan named Lewis concurs that 

we live in the midst of nature ~ we breathe, eal, shit, love, dream, and die in 
nature. Therefore it is silliness to 'get back to nature.' We never left it, nor is 
that even possible. What we can do is close ourselves up to the awareness of 
nature, attempt to convince ourselves that we live in a nightmarish mechanical 
universe devoid of meaning and connection. And we suffer greatly for that 
blindness ... 

Paganism is about communing with the vital forces of existence, about 
celebrating the sacredness of the land and of where one lives. Instead of doing 
precisely that, many pagans hold 10 an idealized view of nature, and despise the 
places where they live. This is, I think, a great shame and something that musl be 
remedied. We live in cities and suburbs. They are our homes, they nurture us, 
provide for our needs, intrinsically shape the lives that we lead. (2002, n.p.) 

Embracing Urban Centres 

These individuals are not alone as they embrace the urban world. Many urban 

Pagans have expressed that they feel more comfortable in the city than in rural areas 

and that they have no difficulties rmding or cOllIlCCling spiritually and physically with 

nature from their urban locations. There are multiple factors that Pagans usc to justify 

the inclusion of cities in their nature-based religions, which can broadly be 

categorized as I) the recognition of pockets of nature within urban landscapes and 2) 

the acknowledgement that, in some fonn, all things an: a part of holistic nature. A 

Pagan contributor to the online Uscnet bulletin board system aptly illustrates an 

application of both these categories: "I happen to feel that one can find nature and 

beauty in the most urban of landscapes. There is sky, clouds, rain, snow, winds, birds, 

weeds, flowers, squirrds, and so on. And the city itself has a beauty all its own" 



(1997). 

PocketsofnaCUl"e 

Even when nature is limited by definition 10 the green aspects of the world, it 

can easily be found within urban areas. Ellen Evert Hopman and Lawrence Bond 

were seemingly as intrigued by the existence of Paganism within major cities as I 

have been when they interviewed a wide variety of Pagans (most of whom are well-

known figures in the Pagan community) for their book Being a Pagan: Droids. 

Wiccans, and Witche!! Today (2002). The following excerpt demonstrates one line of 

questioning used by the authors with a couple of their interviewees: 

You live in New York City. How dO)'01I retain that mystical connection? How do 
)'(.III Slay in relationship with nature living in that environment? 

Alexei Kondrateiv: New York City is not what people imagine it to be. I live in 
Flushing, Queens, which is a fairly green suburb. J have a garden, I can plant 
things, there is green all around me. It's not like J look at a brick wall outside of 
my window, though some of my mends do. I'd have a very hard time living that 
way. 

I'vc ncver lived in a completely urban environment on my life. Evcn in other 
parts of the city you always have the sky; you don't havc to go vcry far 10 find 
watcr. The nativc configuration of the land is still there, evcn though wc'vc put 
buildings on it. 

The nonhem tip of Manhattan has a very beautiful park, which is currently 
being terribly misused and is under a great deal of stress. It·s the last natural 
forest on the island of Manhattan . It's also a very powerful place. At some point 
about a hundred ycars ago some trees were planted on top of the hill there, but 
it's becn wild for quite some time. There is a beech tree there that sends out this 
enormous vonex of power across the entire hill. I notice that other people have 
found that bce<:h tree independently, and it is obviously the focus of rituals. So 
there are magical places that are within a subway ride of anyone living in 
Manhattan. (2002,24-25) 

Many of the Pagans I interviewed responded to my question "How do you practice a 



nature-based religion within an urban environment?" by referring to the presence of 

city parks and gardens as examplcs of where nature can be found. In addition to 

visiting city parks as outdoor nature enclosures, urban Pagans also make a conscious 

effort to bring nature into their homes in the fonn of gardens, houseplants and pets. 

As Devi, a Pagan of four years from Pittsburgh, explained to me in response to the 

above question: ''rve kind of turned my room into the outside. [have plants 

everywhere. Flowers, herbs, everything. I get pretty good sunlight from my 

windows. That brings the nature inside for me. It helps a lot." Mehtare, a 27-years 

old Pagan from Atlanta similarly responded: "1 don't fmd the environment a 

problem ... My altar is indoors, I use symbols of nature on it- pebbles I picked up 

along the Pacific and Mediterranean, and I always have a sprig or branch of 

something from my backyard." 

Graham HlIIVey explains this process of identifying greenery in the home (as a 

symbol or part of nature) as a way in which Pagans are able to cOimect with 

something greater than the city. "[Pagans) go into the woods to collect greenery with 

which to decorate their homes and, for a while, the home is absorbed into the 

Greenwood - that part of nature which is less human dominated. if not actually 

wildwood, than other places and is thus some steps nearer to the Otherworld" (1997, 

6-7). The Greenwood is also the idealized vision of nature - of something pure and 

other. 

The presence of nature may also be subtler than simple greenery; nature 

embodies a combination of flora and fauna and is characterized as a metaphysical 



state of being. As one Pagans notes in a online article, "Our religion stresses 

spirituality as an experiential thing, something we must work with in order to help it 

grow. We need to connect with the forces around us because they are the ones that 

are always there. TIle places when: the plants and animals of our homes live are 

nalural, even if covered in building and asphalt. Although it may be changed in 

appearance, Nature is always at work where we live" (Faolan n,d,), 

Nature is also popularly equated by Pagans with the changing seasons of the 

earth and cycles ofHfe. As one Usenel poster writes:"1 am a hard core Urban Pagan, 

But even in the concrete, plasticized, driveup world I live in it's easy to see that the 

changing seasons still cause the same effects that [they have] for thousands of years" 

(1999), In her reply to Hopman and Bond, Judy Harrow provides a similar 

description of her relationship with the seasons from an urban locale, 

You said that what al/ructed you to Paganism was the relationship with the 
earth, yet you are living in New York City. How do you maintoin that focus on 
nature when you live in New York? 

Judy Harrow: lltat's a good question. The natural cycles do happen here, and 
the wheel of the year does manifest itselfin the streets oflhe city if you are open 
to it. You can feci the changes in the air and the light and in the way people act 
and react to the seasonal change, I once wrote a Beltane ritual about spring 
coming to the city, about people being oul with their boom boxes, washing their 
cars, being out on the steps, on the hlock," (Hopman and Bond 2002, 234) 

In the above examples nature is dlQught to be found in urban environments, which is one 

possible description of the relationship between cities and nature, The alternative is to 

state that cities are a pari a/nature, 

Cities Participate in Nature 



Several of the Pagans I have encountered, describe cities as an aspect of nature. The 

premise for this understanding is that humans are a pan of nature (i.e, humans are 

animals) and thus human creations are also pan of nature. As animals, humans are 

comparable to other creatures that manipulate their environment. Common examples 

cited by Pagans include nests, ant hills, and beaver dams. A!J Oblivion explained to me, 

"Bees make hives and control the environment within. Ants will make compost heaps to 

warm up their underground nests. Other animals and plants strive to control their 

immediate environments to suit their living tastes" (ZOO3; cf. Tuan 1977, 101). In like 

manner, human control over our habitat, culminating in cities, is thought to be a natural 

phenomenon. Mary Willow Moon, a 34-yers old Pagan of ten years. stated: "Nature

based religions are easy to honor within any environment. Everything around us was 

created by man who is also pan ofnaUlre ... All he builds has energy, energy originating 

from nature itself." Her depiction of the role of energy is important in developing an 

understanding of how man-made objects, including cities, are situated within nature. The 

concept of shared energy as a unitying force will be explored further in the following 

chapter. 

In the Pagan worldview, all that exists is composed of the four Platonic elements: 

earth, air, fire, and water. These elements can also be located withio urban environmeots 

and can be associated with common aspects of daily urban life. For example, water is 

abundant and easily accessible by pipelines in the city (cf. Clifton 1998, 19); earth is part 

of the cement and bricks that makc up the roads and buildings ofa city; air is circulated in 

buildings by air conditioners, fans, and other ventilation systems; and fire can be equated 



with the ele(;tricity that rum; everything as well as the furnaces that keep us warm. These 

examples are in addition to the more obvious and traditional fonns of the elements that 

can be experienced from both urban and rural environments: rain, the ground, wind, and 

the sun. Although Pagans are more likely to refer to the latter manifestations of the 

elements (because ofthc dominant place of nature, as that which exists beyond cities, in 

their discourse), the urban manifestations are no less implicit in the daily experiences of 

contemporary urban Pagans. In addition to the four elements, a wide range of flora and 

fauna can be found within cities from rodents, insects, and birds 10 weeds, trees, and 

flowers. In their urban fonns these living aspects of nature are embodied by gardens and 

pets, which, while cultivated, are nevertheless creations ofnaturc. 

Dcgreu of Nalu~ 

To say lhal something is part of nature does nOI always mean that il is natural or in 

an original state. There is an implicit degree system when describing things as part of 

nature. A virgin mountain peak may be perceived as a more pure fonn of nature than the 

polluted river at its base, which is nevertheless more dearly part of nature than a silicone 

computer Chip.ll The degree to which something is considered natural is proportional to 

the object's proximity 10 an assumed original state. The degree 10 which something has 

been refined by human processes as well as how it is used defines how Pagans categorize 

things of nature. For example, I have never encountered a Pagan who thought that a cut 

and polished ery.;tal sphere was any less naturnl than a rnw unrefined mineral while I 

suspect most Pagans would not immediately perceive a cast-iron skillet to be eqlUllly 



natural. Both the crystal and iron exist in an original state and have been minimally 

changed by the refinement processes involved in making a crystal point or skillet. 

lbough the entire physical world of creation constitutes nature, cenain things 

within it are considered more natural. Pagans believe that =fined obja:ts and 

uncultivated places facilitate a more direct experience of the divine that is inherent in 

nature. Hence Pagans profess a desire to meditate in pristine areas of nature and 

sometimes express greater difficulty in directly connecting with nature and the divine 

from within urban centers. This assumption exists in opposition to Pagan concepts of 

sacred space, which can be created in any place (without known exception) and provides 

direct contact with the metaphysical world and the divine (Hwne 1998, 312). 

Nevenheless, Pagans profess that it is not always easy to establish a direct 

personal and spiritually fulfilling conna:tion with nature in the city. Phoenix, a Pagan 

practitioner for four years, told me: "At limes when I lived in Toronto, and the smog was 

so thick you couldn 't see the stars, I felt distant from deity, and how we as humans have 

continuously harmed it, but then I sit back and look a the (only) tree out my window, and 

see the squirrels and birds frolicking about. 1 feel the breeze on my face and I kllQw that 

deity is still there, and will always be around me." For Phoenix, as for most Pagans, 

nature is the Divine manifested in the physical world. Though all that exists is of nature, 

not all things are considered natural. Pagan negotiations if these concepts reflect the 

ambiguous use of the tenns nature and natural as well as an internal negotiation process. 

For example, a Pagan living in a city may initially feel that the urban world lacks nature 

in comparison to uncultivated locations (this is a common Pagan pereeption). However, 



through personal experience. revelation and lor discussions with other urban Pagans. she 

may revise her previous perceptions and chose to acknowledge ways in which her urban 

environment includes (and is a part of) naMe. 

Many of the Pagans I have spoken with have demonstrated that they are actively 

in the process of redefining their concepts of what constitutes (or does not constitute) 

nature. During the interview process [ witnessed several Pagans addressing this issue for 

the first time and struggling to locate the urban environment and human artifacts along a 

continuum of what I have described as degrees of nature. The following excerpts from 

my MSN messenger-mediated interview with a young Pagan named lustin illustrate this 

negotiation process: 

How do you define Nature? 
Justin: Well, I define nature as all of the world, all of the cosmos. Even t""ugh 
there are cities with their concrete jungles, they are still .in nature. though they 
may not be directly a pan of it or as in-tune with it as say the Himalayas or 
Antarctica. 
H1Iat is (the) Sacred and .... here do youfind it? 
J: By Sacred I assume you mean deity or that which is most closely aligned 
with deity. If that is the case I would say that (the) Sacred is found out in areas 
of nature untouched by human machinations. I say this because these areas are 
more in tune with the balance of nature [that] the cosmos intended. Yes, one 
can find even deity and (the) Sacred in the cities. take churches for example. 
However 1 think that the urban landscape of our cities, even though they are a 
part of nature, are not in balance with nature. 
H1Iere do you communicate with deity? 
J: Personally, I communicate with deity whenever and wherever I please. Deity 
and the Sacred are everywhere to me, even in a pencil and in the keyboard of the 
computer I am typing on. I do not feel as close to Deity at this console as I 
would by a pristine river in an undeveloped countryside out in the middle of 
nowhere, but still I recognize that deity is everywhere and in everyone/thing. 

Although nature and the Sacred or Deity are believed to exist everywhere, the degree to 

which they are experienced in a given location is personalized and subjective 



In his 1997 study of contemporary Paganism, Graham Harvey provides a succinct 

discussion of this phenomenon, which deserves to be quoted in full. He states: 

While rejecting the dualistic separation of 'spiri!' from 'matter; the Pagan 
stress on the counlry$ide as a location for significant encounters with Nature and 
with 'the sacred' could be decried as 'mere romanticism.' It is, however, a more 
positive experience and vision. Many Pagans do regularly and easily cclebrnte 
seasonal festivals in their urban environment, the city too is part of Nature, but 
the countryside is a place of greater bio-diversity. There are more types of living 
being [sic], more life, 'out there' in the woods ... But even in the city parks or 
working woods ... it is possible to encounter a less hwnan-centred, more varied 
manifestation of the profligate abundance of life ... Ufe survives in the margins: 
mOlorway verges, bits of hedge, wood, marsh or pond ignored by industrial 
agriculture and road builders." (137) 

Purportedly, the richness of life, including organisms and metaphysical entities, is more 

easily realized beyond the city. However, as I shall iIlustrnte in the following chapler 

(and as Harvey suggests), nature can be found in city streets as readily as forest glens. It 

is also helpful to keep in mind Ivalr.:hiv's description of nature as "the more-than-human 

life that lives and expresses itsclf locally, in specific places, in ways we can come to 

know in our everyday lives" (1999, n.p.). 



CHAPTER 3 

"SHE CHA.NGES EVERYTHING SHE TOUCHES" 
RE-ENCHANTING THE MUNDANE URBAN WORLD 

The expansion of the Pagan concept of nature to include the urban world and 

everything that exists is made possible by the contemporary Pagan worldvicw that seeks 

to re-enchant and re-engage the world, In accordance with Lawrence Sullivan's 

description of nature worship, Pagans are well aware "Ihat the sacred can appear in any 

guise ... The worship of nature ... highlights both the freedom of the sacred 10 appear in 

any form, and the capacity of the hwnan being to recognize it for what it is in any 

expression" (1987, 324). For Pagans, the concept of Nature as a thing to be respected and 

as something that embodies the world in its entirety is shaped by the permeation of 

Nature with divine and creative energy. It is this energy, an ambiguous and polymorphic 

concept evoking a basic life force thai underlies everything in existence, that infuses and 

re-enchants the world as Pagans re-envision it. An examination of the modem Pagan 

worldviews reveals that Pagans are holistic, animists, and pantheists (or panentheists), all 

of which are worldviews that are antithetical to a disenchanted modernist worldview. 

These concepts are intimately connected in a cohesive, and distinctly contemporary, 

Pagan worldview, 

Enchantment 



"Enchantment is a result of right relationship with the Eanh" says Patrick Cuny in 

his study of magic and enchantment (1999, 411). Pagans would agree that the 

development of such a relationship requires a cultivation of ''the art of living in and with 

nature. This requires forswearing the mooemiSI dream of mastery" (Cuny 1999, 411). 

For Cuny, enchantment is defined as "the realization of imagined wonder" (J.R.R. 

Tolkein in Curry 1999, 403). Enchantment is a participatory and receptive relationship 

with the Earth, as opposed to magic and science that seek knowledge in order to 

manipulate the world. Enchantment and wonder are both other acknowledging because 

they e;>;perience ''nature as endlessly plural, particular and unique" (Curry 1999,409). 

Paganism also champions plurality and multiplicity in al1 its interpretations and 

experiences (York 2000, n.p.), thus making it conducive of an enchanted worldview. 

Enchantment and wonder are also spontaneous and in the moment; they can not be 

forced, although the situ3tion for their occurrence can be encouraged and even facilitated 

by magic, science or technology (Curry 1999, 405). Paga.ns use magic as a manipulative 

tool to make change in the world, but also as an enchanting concept that allows for 

possibilities nf une;>;pa:ted good fortune and glimpses into the spirit world that e;>;ists on 

the periphery of their experiences. "The contemponuy resurgence of magical religion can 

be seen, then, as an attempt to enrich the 'psychic ecology' of contemponuy culrure by 

remythicizing and re-'story· ing' our world and the living beings that make it up" (lvakhiv 

1996, 256). In their eng3ged relationships with the world, as they try to become "in tune 

with," or spiritually connected to, the Earth by various means of action and by redefining 



personalized understandings of nature, Pagans create situations that provide opportunities 

for cnchantment. "In a chosen spe<:ial place within the one, sacred and living Eanh, a 

Pagan experiences and pays attention to a particular moment and place" (Harvey 2000, 

163). Gordon Maclellan critiques those persons who go out into nature for the express 

purpose of encountering something other. He encourages Pagans to explore their 

immediate environments and "entertain faeries" from thei r own home, that is, to entertain 

the idea that faery (or the spirit world) is all about, and like wonder, needs to be received 

rather than required. He advises Pagans to ''Take it easy. Work to create spaces where 

They know They are welcome ... Practice your stillness. Expect nothing. Demand 

nothing. OfTer friendship and the company of silence and one day you may tum around 

and find someone beside you on the bench. A shape, a face, or simply a presence: a space 

where a character is" (Maclellan 2004, 370). Faeries are a more tangible expression of 

an enchanted world, but wonder and enchantment come in many forms. As Maclellan 

demonstrates in his discussion of faeries, individuals need to cultivate an approach to the 

other that makes no demands and is open to cvery possibility. Enchantment is not merely 

pictures of winged faeries in a garden and the magic in Harry Potter stories: it is the 

experience ofa passive but engaged relationship with the world as a whole. 

NaiuN as Euergy 

During our interview in a tarot reading room in downtown Winnipeg, Andrea (a 

practitioner often years) provided an insightful description of how energy is important to 

an urban Pagan understanding of nature. "I think nature is in everything. J think nature is 



not only about grass and trees and rocks and hills; I think that nature can be very much a 

pan of stone buildings. Nature can be a pan of living in a house or living in an 

apartment, or living anywhere you want. I think that it depends on how you approach 

nature. Everything has a spirit ... And I think that if you approach nature from an energy 

sense instead of from a leafy-green sense, you see nature in everything~ (2003). 

Similarly, Shadowsinger concludes that '·ifeverythinghas a spirit, then you can· tsaythat 

something that is 'natural' is any more or less sacred than anything that isn't" (2003). 

From a Pagan perspeetive, the essence of nature is the basic life force or energies of all 

things on eanh, which arc interconnected in a holistic worldview. If the sacred is 

immanent in all of creation (as Pagansbelieve),then it follows that these thingss harca 

universal essence. Starhawlr:: names this universal essence Goddess. She states: ~Goddess 

is the living body of a living cosmos, the awareness that infuses matter and the energy 

that produces change" (1999, 244). Vivianne Crowley refers to it as Lifeforce and also 

considers it 10 be the Divine: ''To our pagan ancestors, the Divine existed both within and 

outside manifest creation. It was the eternal ever-becc.lming life force immanent or in

dwelling in human beings and in Nature. It also pre~xisted the material world and 

created it" (1996,171; cf. Cunningham 1999a, 20). It is this common life force that 

Pagans implicitly refer to when they speak of nature being inclusiveofall thatexis Is. 

Holism 

The holism inherent in the Pagan worldvicw is often described by Pagans as a 

web that epitomizes the interconnectedness oral! things. An example often cited by 



Pagans is Gaia theory, wherein the whole biosphere of Earth is considered to be (or 

functions as) a living organism. JIllIle5 Lovelock is credited with the formulation of this 

theory and its popularization. II However, other theorists had conceived of slICh holistic 

relationships independently; Lewis Thomas' single-cell theory of the earth and Johannes 

Kepler's single-organism theory are two prominent examples. Oberon (also known as 

Tim or Otter) Zell, the Pagan founder of the Church of All Worlds, had also oonceived 

his own Gaia theory in 1970. While Lovelock's theory is based in a biochemical sllldyof 

the atmosphere (and the biosphere below) as a self-regulating system, Zell derived his 

theory from the single-cell hypothesis. According to Zell, a single cell is the ancestor of 

all life on Earth, and just as many cells work together in an organism, all the cells on 

Eanh function as one; everything on Earth is oonsidered to be part of Gaea'S (the namc 

given by Zell for the Earth as a personified goddess) body. 

In Gaian and other Iwlistic theories, all that exists is interconnected as each part 

affects every other in the system. Starhawk states: "Interconnection is the understanding 

that all being is interrelated, that we are all linked with all the cosmos as parts of one 

living organism" (1999, 22). As participants in a holistic world, Pagans feel connected to 

the earth and all its parts. Tamarra James of the Wiccan Church of Canada provides an 

earthy ellample of this sensed relationship: "[The essence of Paganism is] the realization 

that the air we breathe has been here from the beginning. That the water we drink is a 

part of the primordia! water, it's been blood, it's been rain, it's been waterfalls and snow 

and juice and sap ... It's knowing that )'Our body has been plants and animals and that 

somehow there isn't a real distinction, we are all part of this Mother Earth" (Hopman and 



Bond 2002, 60). 

As ] have illustrated in my previous discussion of relationships between the city 

and nature, nature is frequently unden;tood by urban Pagans to exist everywhere, in all 

things. Pagan discussions of these urban-nature relationships stem from a holistic 

worldview in which all things are interconnected. Every city is a part of the whole in so 

far as it participates in, and is affected by, nature. Just as cities encroach upon nature as 

urban sprawl spreads across the land and natural resources are sucked imo the black hole 

of capitalist conswnerism, so too does nature encroach upon the controlled environments 

of the city in forms as diverse as weeds, floods, and cockroaches. There remains a 

dynamic relationship between cities and nature, and although it may not be mutually 

beneficial, it is nevertheless vital. ]t is for this reason that cities are a part of nature and 

part of the holistic world envisioned by Pagans. 

Pan(en)thdsm 

[n contemporary Pagan theology, Deity, in the form of the Goddess or god(s) and 

goddess(es), is immanent in the world. Feminist witch Zsuzsanna Budapest declares: 

'"the Goddess is mother Nature. Nature is the only reality of the universe... Nature has 

no beginning and no end" (1991,17). Ae<:ording to Budapest and many other Pagans, 

nature is everything that exists. The nature that Pagans honour as nature-based 

religionists is the summation of everything inte!l:onnected as a whole. The contemporary 

Pagan appreciation of holism is amplified by a theological connection between Divinity 

and Nature. Ivakhiv similarly notes that among bio-centric earth spiritualists, the Earth is 



the embodiment of divinity (2001, 8). Exprrssed as a form of holism, within Paganism 

the whole is GOO/dess. As Starhawk states; 'The most imponant (underlying ooncept in 

Witchcraft] is the unden;tanding of the Goddess, the divine, as immanent in the world, 

manifest in nature, in human beings, in human community. The A11-That-ls-One is not 

now and never has been separate from this existing physical world" (1999, 226). In her 

seminal study of nature-religions, Catherine Albanese observes that the Goddess is the 

central concept that embodies the oontemporary Pagan worldview. A5 the ambiguous 

symbolic representation of Earth, the Goddess reflects how Pagans relate to Nature. 

"Pushed one way she celebrates the reality, the concreteness, of maner ... Pushed another 

way, though, she tells us thaI mailer is only a fonn of energy, that it can be shifted and 

changed by spirit" (Albanese 1990, 179-180). 

The immanent perception of Goddess/the Divine is expressed in fonns of both 

pantheism and panentheism. Pantheism is the theological assertion that all (pan) is god 

(theos). Pagans and scholars frequently refer to Paganism as pantheistic because it 

professes that the Divine is both immanent within all things and identical with creation 

(Carpenter 1996,51). In Pagan discourses pantheism is most often expressed through 

direct use of the tenn to describe their beliefs or by elaborating upon the immanence of 

the Divine. For example, Cunnigham states: "The Goddess and Goo are both within 

ourselves and manifest in all nature. This is the universality: there is nothing that isn't of 

the Gods" (l999a, 4). However, Pagan descriptions of Deity being immanent an: often 

(but not always) later qualified by statements that describe the Godidess as also existing 

apart from the physical world. As such, many Pagans may better be described as 



pancntheists. 

Panentheism is the belief that all (p<Jn) is in (en) god (rheos). The concept was first 

developed by Karl C.F. Krause in 1828 and has been propagated by theologians slich as 

Alfred North Whitehead, Charles Hawthrone, and Matthew Fox. The basic premise of 

panentheism is that Godithe Divine and the world are interdependent, but the Divine is 

IlQt identical with the world. All that exists is part of Divine reality, hUl GodIdess is more 

than the sum of its parIS. All of creation might thus be described as independent cells 

within a body (Godidess). The Divine is thus "a Unity in Multiplicity" (D.O. Runes 

quoted in Carpenter 1996, 51). Pagan discourses indicate that this is a prevalent (but 

infrequently elaborated) theological eoncept for many Pagans. V. Crowley deseribes a 

pancntheistic Goddess when she states: "The Goddess in Wicca is seen as Gaia, the Earth 

itself, and is immanent or in--dwelling in creation. The Goddess also pre-exists her 

[creation] and transcends it" (1996, 137). Starhawk reflects the concept of "Unity in 

Multiplicity" in The Spiral Dance when she writes: "The Goddess is the living body of a 

living cosmos, the awareness that infuses matter and the energy that produces change ... 

The Goddess as the whole [is] the underlying unity of which all things are aspects" 

(Starhawk 1999, 244). As the Creator, Deity is not necessarily dependant upon its 

creation and although deity interpenetrates everything, individual creations maintain an 

autonomous existence (Carpenter 1996, 51). Hence, for example, most Pagans are IlQt 

fatalists and are able to employ magic to effect change in the world. 

As the chant quoted in the title of this chapter states, "She changes everything She 

touches; everything She touches changes." Pagan recognition of the GoddesslDivine 



being immanent within all things has enabled Her 10 revitalize the urban world as a 

potential space for experiencing the Divine. The application of a theology of immanence 

to the daily urban world of most Pagans necessarily changes Pagan perceptions of,and 

relationships with, cities. What was once mundane is re-evaluated as inherently sacred 

because of the presence of the Divine. An additional ver.;e in this chant states: "we are 

changers, everything we touch can change" and reflects the active role Pagans pI ayin 

these transformations. In addition, this ver.;e alludes to the immanence of the Divine 

within humans; Pagans frequently greet one another by declaring "Thou art God/dcss." 

As facilitators in change, humans and GOOIdess are co-creators of the world. 

Animism 

In the holistic Pagan worldview that attributes equal value to all things, the 

entirety of creation is thought to be animated,that is, all things have an inna tespiritor 

soul. The animistic perspective is a key aspect of Pagan holism because all things are 

considered to be imbued with the Goddess, the Divine, or some form of universal Life 

Force or vitality. The contemporary Pagan animated worldview is, again, intimately 

connected with concepts of an immanent, holistic divinity. ''To witches, as to other 

peoples who live close to nature. all things-plants, animals, stones, and stars-are alive, 

are on some level conscious beings. All things are divine, are manifestations of the 

Goddess" (Staffiawk 1999,53). Gus diZerega, a Pagan political scientist, further outlines 

the positive implications of applying animistic principles to the modem world in an 

article published by the Covenant of Unitarian Universalist Pagans (CUUPS). 



Without exception, the nature religions [inc1uding Paganism] emphasize that the 
most appropriate task for human beings is to live in respectful hannony with 
forces of the natural world,fon:es which also manifest the presence of Spirit in 
all things, From the perspective of the nature religions, our spiritual task is to be 
a good member within the wider sacred community encompassing all that 
sunounds us. This community helps us to live in hannony with and [foster] 
respect for all things, and for the Spirit within all. (2000, 2) 

The approach to spirituality diZcrega is advocating for is refl~ted in the self-

described sbamanic practices of contemporary Pagans. Harvey 1. Wallis describes "Neo-

Shamanism" as "a spiritual path among Westerners that utilises aspects of indigenous 

shamanism and representations of shamanism in the past, for personal and communal 

empowennent" (2003, 402). Wallis observes that COTe Wiccan tcxts cxplicitly draw upon 

shamanism and some Wiccan traditions self-identify as "Shamanic" in character. 

"Praetiecs such as inducing trance, working magic, divination, interacting with spirits and 

animal familiars, and healing via supernatural means, are certainly reminiscent of many 

shamanistic practices" (2003, 404). Shamanism is conunonly employed as a sct of 

le(;hniques or a methodology for accessing altered states of consciousness and facilitating 

expcriences in other-worlds. 

As an applied spiritual practice, contemporary shamanism recognizes that a 

spiritworld overlaps the human world, which it both influences and is influenced by. 

Gordon Maclellan asserts that "The key to a shaman's reality is quite simply: 'all that 

exists lives'" (2003, 366). Shamans are portrayed as travellers of both worlds and 

pathfinders for the beings within them (ibid., 366). They communicate the needs of 

humans as well as other-than-human persons across the worlds. From a contemporary 

Pagan perspective, shamans are persons who develop and guide others in fostering 



respect for all that exists in thei r role as "pattemers" (see Adler 1986, Maclellan 2003, 

Harvey 1997, Orion 1995, Telesco 2000, Wallis 2003, for funher discussion of the place 

of shamanism within contemporary Paganism). Pagan author Telesco portrays 

contemporary urban shamans as embracing an "eanh-friendly, socially responsible and 

spiritually fulfilling" lifestyle no matter where they are located (2000, introduction). Her 

description of contemporary shamanism applies to the practices of many eclectic Pagans. 

Re--a nimat ion as re-ench llnlmenl 

Are-animated worldview is an example of contemporary responses to the 

disenchantment of a modem world detached from the sacred. Margot Adler theorizes that 

"at some level Nco-Pa!,>anism is an attempt to re-animate the world of nature; or, perhaps 

more accurately, Nco-Pagan religions allow their panicipants to re-enter the primeval 

world view, to panicipate in nature in a way that is not possible for most Westerners after 

childhood. The pagan revival seems to be a survival response to the common urban and 

suburban experience of our culture as 'impersonal,' 'neutral,' or 'dead'" (1986, 25). 

Ivakhiv describes this situation when be states: 

as a [Euro-American] culture, we have lost the sense of sacredness in our 
relationship with tho: world about us. The world we live in is a disenchanted one, 
made up of discrete, disconnected (or at least not meaningfUlly connected) 
objects ... The solution we seek is a paradoxical one: on the one hand, to maintain 
our self-consciousness, our critical distance; on the other, to regain our intimate 
involvement with tbe world, our participatory relatedness , wonder, and innocence 
in the midst oftbe world. (1996, 242) 

Pagans conceptualize all thaI elCists to be animate entities, rather than inanimate 

objects, which accordingly deserve respect and honour "Personification [of the 



nonhuman other] allows subjectivity, intentionality, and passionate identification back 

into !he world - a world !hat can then become a ·polytheistically' ensouled, animated 

community once again" (Ivakhiv 1996, 253). Respectful acknowledgement of the 

inherent worthlsacrality of all of creation is not limited to contemporary Paganism. This 

attitude has demonstrated an increasing influence in modem western society's attempt to 

re-enchant and re-cmbrace !he world following disillusionment with secularist modernity. 

Philosophical historian Kocku von Stuckrad has observed: "the animistic attitude ... is 

pan of a larger flow of the sacralization of nature - Nawrfrommigkeit - which spread 

from Nonh America to Europe during the last two decades" (2002, 780). lvakhivargues 

that the magical religion's ··worldview of environmental and psychic relatedness" has 

fashioned ""a re-enchanted cosmology of meaningful correspondences that would offer 

itself as a response to what is sometimes called !he crisis ofmodemity" (1996, 237). It is 

this same modem crisis that Pagans face as they attempt to merge their spiritual practices 

with their mundane, modem lives. 

In Cluimi>lg Sacred Grou>ld, Ivakhiv draws a further analysis of the modem crisis 

Pagans are confronted with and their reaction, along with many other persons, to this 

problem. 

One of the defining narratives of Western culture has been a story of power and 
knowledge: that science and technology ... have established humanity as the 
reigning power on this Eanh ... 

It seems paradoxical that some of those more privileged within this economy 
of power ... betray doubt about this techno-humanist project ... Many of these 
people C(lnsider themselves part of an emerging New Age of spiritual and 
ecological awareness. They share a desire to C(lmmunicate with a numinous, 
extrahuman Other - a realm of power, meaning and intelligence found 
somewhere beyond the boundaries of the ego, and beyond the confines of a 



rationalist modern worldview. This desire is felt to be a part of a broader 
societal imperative - a refusal of the disenchanting consequences of secular, 
scientifie-industrial modernity, and an attempt to develop a culture of 
reenchantment, a new planetary culture that would dwell in harmony with the 
spirit of the Earth. (2001. 3-4) 

Pagans are clearly among these persons. One factor in the Pagan process of re-

enchantment is the dissolution of boundaries between the sacred and mundane. Adler 

notes: "One of the foremost characteristics of Nco-Paganism is the return to the 

ancient idea that there is no distinction between spiritual and material, sacred and 

secular. We generally think of spiritual concerns as apan from mundane concerns. 

This is entirely opposed to the Pagan perception" (1986, 12). 

Unfonunalely, the theoretical concept that there is nothing profane. is easier to 

grasp than the lived experience. A5 persons raised in a dualistic culture I do not 

expect Pagans can ew;ily disentangle from these categories. 

Degrees of Sacred 

The re-enchantment process in contemporary Paganism is hindered by the lack of 

an adequate language to describe the experience of univemli sacredness, and specifically 

to describe the sacrality of urban spaces. The indigenous Dakota peoples of North 

America similarly understand all things in this world to be sacred. Their language is able 

to describe this sacredness in subtle deg=:s. Thus, for example, the site of a Sundance 

ceremony is made more sacred during the three-day rimal, but the geogmphic area is 

considered to be sacred year round and would be a sacred area even if the Sundance was 

never conducted in that space. 19 



Contemporury Pagans also view the entin: world as sacred, but have ~t to 

develop a discourse that allows for degrees of the sacn:d. Current discussions among 

Pagans n:veal an awkwardness in distinguishing between the crafted sacred space of a 

ritual or home altar, the sacred space of the natural world, untouched by humans (or with 

minimal intcrference); ancient monumental sacred spaces; and the sacred space 

experienced daily in the urban world - space that was pn:viously considered mundane.! 

profane. Despite Pagan teachings to the contrary, the sacred-mundane dichotomy n:mains 

as Pagans try 10 describe what spaces arc sacred and to what degree. This dichotomy is an 

ingrained worldview estahlished by the prominent dualistic beliefs of popular religion and 

the Judeo-Christian TOOlS of ceremonial magic {hat has influenced modern Paganism. 

Even prominent Pagan elders (at least those with published works) seem unable to 

adequately discuss how different spaces are sacred. Michael York observes that 

"Pantheism has always had difficulties with the mundane, and modem Western paganism 

is no exception. The ordinary both is and is not sacred. The deciding point is attitudinal 

and depends on whether or not the peTl:eiver is in an ecstatic state. Although in principle. 

everything may be holy, it does not always feel that way" (2003, 63). This is the essence 

of the problem. Despite the lack of discourse:. the reality of how Pagans perceive the 

world and the place of the Sacred within it requin:s a language that allows some things to 

be more sacTl:d if only temporarily and even if the perceiver understands that this 

heightened-sacredness is subjective, constructed, or conditionaL 

Chus Clifton, a scholar and practitioner of Paganism, advocates for Pagans to re

evaluate the definition of nature and perceptions of nature. In "Nature Religion for Real" 



he declares: 

Rather than t!)'ing to be revived ancient Somebodies-Qr-Other, rather than trying 
to adapt or adopt Native spirituality ... J would rather see my fellow Pagans foo::us 
on ba:oming rooted. J am not proposing some agrarian fantasy of instant 
peasant-hood here, oor am I ruling out people's needs or desires to move around 
oo::casionally. But when we are in a place, let's be in. Let us truly learn from it 
and learn about it. Let us feel its tides and changes in our lives ... 
TItis knowledge is not limited to persons living in rural areas, hut is equally 
imiX'rtant forcity-dwellers who seek to "connect with t~ Eanh."(1998, n.p.) 

Starhawk advoo::ales for the same rootedness in an individual's home environment in The 

Earth Path (2004). Such knowledge, as a familiarization with the physical world, aids in 

the re-enchanunent of that world as Pagans come 10 act:ept nature for what it is rather 

than its utilitarian function in an economist, consumerist, materialistic modem world. 

C reation is sacred 

lust as Pagans are expected (through communally shared beliefs) to accept the 

intrinsic value of nature, they are also encoumged to acknowledge the intrinsic sacrality 

of those things that are otherwise considered opposed 10 nature, namely man-made 

objects or artifacts. As a part of the physical world, crafted objects participate in 

Paganism's animated, holistic worldview that encompasses all of e)[istence. Artifacts are 

human creations and, in accordance with a Pagan worldvicw, are thus an e)[pression of 

the Sacred made manifest in the world. Anthropoligist Loretta Orion observes that 

among Pagans, the creative process is a sacred art ( 1995, 59, 75-6). This is most evident 

among artisans and crafts persons who are often perceived as human mediums or tools for 

sacred creation, as Sabina Magliocco illustrates in her folklore study Neo-Pagan Stlcred 



Art and Allurs: Muking Things Whole (2OCH). Crafted obje<:ts are imbued with sacrality 

insofar as they an: often created with a specific intent Andrea stated: '" think we create 

man-made obje<:ts not only as tools, but [because] it's also paying homage to the ideas 

and to the energies and spirits that we have within Uli." Pagan ritual tools such as athames 

(ritual knife) and wands are examples of oommonly used items that are crafted. Athames 

can easily be purchased in occult or metaphysical stores as well as on-line and have been 

specifically crafted or marketed for ritual use. Alternatively, a kitchen knife or a 

decorative knife could also be purchased and consecrated as a ritual tool. As a third 

option, an athame can be hand-craftoo by a practitioner. Raymond Buckland gives simple 

instructions for this process in his Complete B<x>kofWilchcroft (1993, 29-30). Similarly, 

elaborate wands can be bought at occult stores, or can be made at home. City Raven, a 

middle-aged practitioner and resident of Halifax, used the: wand as an example in her 

response to a question regarding the relationship between man-made objccts and nature: 

"Wen, I would say we take a lot of things from nature and refine them. So, there's a fine 

line. 'mean, for example, a wand: you can take a tree branch or )'<Iu can take that tree 

branch and you can carve it and)'<lu can polish it and)'<lu can paint on it and)'<lU can add 

things to it and it's still a natural thing, it's jll5t been changed and refined." 

In response to my inquiry regarding oommerciali~ed clay ponery, Erin, a Pagan 

potter in Halifax replied "Yes, it's still made of clay, but it's not made with any respect at 

all for the processes of the: materials." Hand-crafted items an: usually felt to be more 

sacred because much care and personal energy has been invested in their creation (cf. 

Magliocco 2001. 23), whereas manufactured items, while designed with a purpose, an: 



not imbued with the care and efTort given by a craftsperson. As commonly used objects, 

artifacts are implicated in the dialogue conceming dcgrees of sacred and nature. 

Although they are nol "natural," manufactured objects have a prominent place in 

Pagan rituals and daily life. For example, ritual tools such as athames. chalices, and 

candles. are basic elemenlS of Pagan practice and although many Pagans declare ihat they 

do not lIeed these 10015 to work effective rituals (because the energy required resides 

within the practitioner nollools), they nevenheless frequently choose 10 use them to focus 

magical energies and create an atmosphere for ritual. Ritual tools are often consccrated 

artifacts. Ideally they are hand·madc by the userorinherited,but they can also be bought 

at occult and metaphysical shops, during festivals, and online. Alternately. ritual tools 

need not be specific items set aside for ritual use. Kitchen witches and eclectic Pagans 

make use of whatever tools are at hand. Orion observes lhat, ''the more Americanized 

witches (and other Neopagans) take pleasure in using simplekilchen tools asceremonia I 

ones" (1995, 118). Pagan author Christopher Pencw promotes the use of common tools 

as creative alternatives to standardized ritual artifacts: "Urban magick often necessitates 

change from trndition ... Necessity is the molherofinvention, and urbanaltan, shrines 

and offering should rel1ect these creative changes .... Asamodc:mpractitioner,usethe 

tools available to you in the city" (2001, 107). These tools may be household items made 

ritually sacred through their use. They can also bc items picked upofTofthe strect, as is 

the case in "junkyard magic" using discarded items (Raven and Schwartzstein 2002, 83). 

Magliocco comments on the process by which mundane objects become ritual tools when 

she states: "Pagans may also convert ordinary commercial items into magical tools, 



subvening the item's original meaning and function, or layering new, esoteric meanings 

onto everydayobjeets" (2001, 23). 

Complex consecration rituals are not neecssary every time a Pagan wants to use 

ber kitchen knife as an athame or her crock pot as a cauldron. The assumed inherent 

sacrality of all of creation is a central factor in the appropriation of mundane objects for 

sacred tools. Orion remarks that "common paring knives arc the best tools for the witch 

who truly believes in immanence: the goddess (divinity) is in all things (even kitchen 

tools) and all acts, including peeling a potato, may be sacred acts depending on one's 

focu5" (1995, 118). 

Not all Pagans are comfonable using common household items as ritual tools 

because they have been taught that speeial artifacts must be bought or made, consecrated, 

and set aside for ritual usc. These artifacts have been adopted from occult traditions or 

recreated from modem Pagan interpretations of ancient Celtic, Norse, or Egyptian 

religion. A re-created ancient ritual relic is perceived to be more sacred because it is 

symbolically connected with ancient pagan religion. But, as many eclectic Pagans hasten 

to note in defence of common household tools, the traditional tools of Pagan ritual were 

the daily tools of the ancient world; cauldrons, brooms, swords, lmives, and chalices all 

have practical functions (cf. Maglioco 2001, 23). These artifacts are all manufactured 

items, created with technologies current at the time. 

Manufactured objects are an integrated part of modem life for Pagans and nnn

Pagans alike. As urban Pagans attempt to bridge the gap between the Old Religion and 

modem life. some have chosen to embrace modem conveniences and approporiate 



mundane tools for sacred work. For example. in her book Everyday Magic: Spells and 

Rituals for Modern Living, Dorothy Morrison encourages Pagans 10 take advantage of the 

modem conveniences of the technological age in their daily lives and magical practices. 

Magic equals cuativily. Crealivity equals life. TItis means thaI life - how we 
live il and whal we do with il - is the rawesl fonn of magic. lbe technological 
resources crealed by humankind have a magic all their own, and incorporatiog 
them into personal magic brings an increase of power to every spel1 performed. 
Denying that source of magic is tantamount to refusing magical assistance and a 
hindrance to all efforts of enchantment. It all boils down to one thing. If it 
works, use it to your best advantage and be glad for the help. (2002, 55) 

Morrison's declaration ''ifit works use it"' is common among contemporary Pagans. 

Common man-made items an: instrumental to everyday life and to developing a 

relationship with the complex web of 311 existence. As Link notes in an online article: 

Ordinary things are sacred too and being ordinary makes them no less special. 
That same Eanh essence living in the lush green forest also lives in all the simple 
objects we see and touch every day ... 
Earth worshippers often hold special reverence for natural sellings, the woods, 
the beach, the mountains. But are things made by humans any less Eanhly? We 
too are a pan of the Earth, not something separate. We au linked to it, pan of the 
same whole, and thercfou so an: the things we build. We make things because it 
is our nature to do so, like a forest makes trees and like trees make leaves. So, 
while you may discover the mysteries of nature by watching a river flow, you can 
also find a few lessons by watching a railroad. Can the hot and cold knobs of our 
faucet help you understand balance between opposites? Can pondering your 
electrical outlets give you new sources of energy? Can the telephone help you 
feel how all things link together? (n.d.) 

The: effectiveness of artifacts can be measured by the degree to which they enable Pagans 

to re-connect with the divine, holistic world. 

These mundane forms of magic are recognized and embraced by many modem 

Pagans but, conversely, they an: rejected by those Pagans woo disdain the use of modem 

tools, especially modem technologies, in ritual events. However, even this latter group 



inevitably utilil:es modern conveniences in some form, whether or not they consider the 

tools to be magical. For example, among a group of academically minded and long-

practising Pagans I met, the majority of them preferred 10 not use computers beyond the 

basic functions of a word processor and academic e-ffillil. On the other hand, they did not 

seem to mind using their modem oven and stainless-steel pots when making jam as part 

of their weekly magical-work day. This group of Pagans is an example of urban Pagans 

who qualify as such by default of their working environment not conscious choice. They 

have not purposefully sought out uman forms of practice, such as are advocated by 

Morrison, Pencuk, Kaldera, and SchwartVltein, but neither do they reject the urban 

world, They are simply living a Pagan lifestyle as best they can in a modem world, As a 

tool used in the process of preparing home-made jam, the oven is an example of a 

mundane, modem convenience given a sacred or magical purpose. 

We must keep in mind that in the Pagan worldview things are sacred not because of 

their utilitarian function but because they are a part of the whole that is nature or creation 

and are inherently sacred. This was evident in Orion's observation that a potato peeler 

and the act of peeling potatoes are both sacred. Starhawk concurs that "'The Goddess is 

manifest in the food we cat, the people we love, the work we do, the homes in which we 

live ... It is through the material world that we open ourselves 10 the Goddess" (Starhawk 

1999, 108). Paganism is a this-worldly religion that embraces the world in all its 

manifestations and secks to know the divine through the world, not apart from it. Insofar 

as modern conveniences and cities are a part of the world, they are also a part of the 

Pagan world and the subject ofre-enchantments. 



CHAPTER 4 

"GODDESS IS ALIVE: MAGICK IS AFOOT" 
RE·POPULA TING THE CITY 

Cities are habitations created by and for humans, However. as urban geograpllers 

and planners acknowledge, cities are not the dwelling place of humans alone. Between 

and within the human S\nlctures are found an entire eoo5tystem, including plants. animal 

and insects. Contmry 10 visions ofa barren concrete jungle cut offfrom the natl1nll world 

and its divernc: ecosystems. the city engenders an urban ecology rich with life. Urban 

Pagans embrace urbanecolgies as theycultiuvate their gardens, stroll through city parks, 

and rescues stray animals. In addition to honouring the earthly creatures of the city, 

Pagans are actively repopulating their urban world wilh magical bcings through their 

teachings and creative endeavours. The fenile imagination of the Pagan conununity 

appean to know no boundaries as it conjures up urban power animab, urban deities, 

urban faeries, and other urban spirits (all of whom are other·than-human persons with 

unique characteristics and independent lives) lhal tmnsfonn the mundane population of 

the city into an enchanted realm of super-natural possibilities and encounlCl1i. 

Spirit 'kings 

The first among these spiritual beings are lotem animals. Many introductory 

guides 10 Paganism teach practitioners about the role of totem or power animals as spirit 



helpers and teachers. This concept was made popular in the Western world by Michael 

Hamer's 1980 publication The Wuy of Ihe Shumun and the subsequent influence of Core 

Shamanism. These animals are frequently identified with totem animalss of Celtic and 

North American spiritual traditions, such as Owl, Bear, Wolf, Turtle, Boar, and Salmon. 

There are multiple approaches to working with power animals (or guardian spirit animals) 

from a spiritual ptrSPfi:tive: they may be considered the essence of a sPfi:ies with which 

an individual feels a spiritual kinship, they may appear in a dream to teach a lesson, they 

may be a physical or spiritual companion animal, or they may offer some other 

relationship with a spirit-animal. Individual Pagans often relate to the traditionally 

established characteristics of one or more animal SPfi:ies. For example, an individual 

might encounter a wolf and interpret this as a meaningful sign to be intcrpreted. But the 

chances of crossing a live wolf in the city are slim. Some traditional spirit animals are 

common in cities, such as crows, cats and dogs, but the lessons to be learned from power 

animals are limited if only some animals can be physically encountered within a city. 

One solution suggested by a Pagan teacher I interviewed was that a likeness of a power 

animal could act as the vehicle through which the animal communicates a lesson 

(Ravenharte 2004). Pagans will often decorate their homes with statues and pictures of 

their power animal.N Similarly, if a picture ofa wolf draws the attention of the woman in 

the above example, she may interpret that occasion as Wolf(the spirit animal) wanting to 

leach her a lesson. Acknowledging likenesses of power animals is a significant 

innovation that enables urban Pagans to encounter animal spirit helpers from within the 

city on a regular basis. 



Penezak, Kaldera, and Schwartttein explore specifically urban totem animals in 

their books. In addition to traditional animals sueh as Cat, Crow and Hound, these 

authors encourage urban Pagans to explore totemic relationships with animals native to 

cities, such 3.11 Ants, Cockroaches, Raccoons, Pigeon, and Squirrels. As creatures of 

urban ecologies they are recommended as spirit guides to the city. Penczak tells his 

readers "Any animal surviving and thriving in a city is a testament to the powers of 

adaptability. You need adaptability 3.11 well in order to survive and prosper in the urban 

jungle" (2001, 47). Many lists Df power or totem animals and their associated 

characteristies that are available in books and Dnline also include animals such 3.11 insects 

and common urban-dwelling animals in addition tD more traditional totem animals and a 

wealth of other animals. With photDgraphs and other likenesses, urban Pagans have 

ready aeeess to all of these power animals 3.11 potential spirit b'llides. 

raery 

A second form of spiritual beings popularly discussed by Pagans are faeries. The 

term faery encompasses a broad range of spiritual beings and its definition is dependent 

upon its use by believers. It is variously used tD refer tD the sidhe nDbility of fairy tales 

and fantasy fietion, the triekster "good neighbours" Df folklore, spiritual essences Df 

nature, and spirit entities who function as healers and helpers of many types (akin to 

popular notions Dfangels). Faeries are typically associated with the natural wDrld oftrecs 

and flDwers. Descriptions of faeries are gleaned from specific books Dn faeries, classie 

fDlk-tale and fairy-tale collectiDns, an, and fantasy literature. The presenee of faeries in 



Pagan discourws is vague; they seem to linger at the borders of discourse. There is little 

explicit discussion of faery, but there are frequent references. In my conversations and 

interviews with Pagans [discovered that faeries are rarely SPOken of directly, but they do 

appear implicitly in discussion$, rarely with explicit explanations regarding their 

presence. Faeries are often referem:ed in Pagan introductory books with an assumption 

that the reader knows what the author is speaking of. Books dedicated to discussions of 

Faery can be found in the New Age or Occult bookshelves of most stores, in addition to 

fairy tales (found in the children's or mythology section) and artboou. Faeriesalso 

manifest during rituals. [nsometraditionsthcyareinvokedwithtbecardinaldirections 

during the casting (creation) of a ritual cirele. [n one ritual I attended, the giggling 

behaviour of two participants in an otherwise quiet and mcditative rirual was attributed to 

faeries who were sighted dancing around the edge of the circle behind the giggling lad ies 

and also displayed on the altar as a decorative figurine placed ~ by a participant. 

Where each of the participants gleaned their knowledge about faeries J cannot say, but 

there was an assumed undeTlltanding of what faeries are, what they do, and a belief in 

their presence that was implicit in the brief ensuing discussion. As creatures that linger 

on the edge of imagination (just as they arc thought to exist at the border of our world ), 

faeries are a rich source for a re-cnchantment of the world. 

Faery Literature 

Literature, especially thc fantasy genre, is a well-acknowledged source for beliefs 

ofPaganism.21 Many Pagans creatively draw from and interact with the ideas presented in 



fantasy-fiction as they develop their personal worldviews. J.R.R. Tolkien's Lord o/the 

Rings trilogy, Marion Zimmer Bradley's Mists of AYtI/on, and Terry Pratchett's Discworld 

series are commonly cited examples. Canadian author Charles DeLint is another popular 

writer who deserves to be referenced as a source for urban Pagans, because many of his 

stories are situated in a modem urban sclling,ll DeLin!'s novels are peopled with urban 

dwellers who see faery, travel through faery, are faery, and generally cross paths with 

faery in their ordinary lives. The following two samples of deLint's writing illustrate his 

vision of faery as it interse<:ts with the urban world and simultaneously serve as an 

example of how an enchanted urban world may be perceived by an an imist, as deLint 

describes himself.l ) The first selection is from The O"ion Girl: 

I've always been aware of the otherworld, of spirits that exist in that twilight 
place that lies in the comer of our eyes, of faerie and stranger things still that we 
spy only when we're not really paying attention to them, whispers and flickering 
shadows, here one moment, gone the instant we tum our head for a closer look. 
But 1 couldn't always find them. And when I did, for a long time I thought they 
were only this excess of imagination that I carry llTOund inside me, that !\Omehow 
it was leaking out of me iDlo the world. 

In terms of what Professor Dapple calls consensual reality - that the world is as 
it is because that's how we've all agreed it is - I seem 10 carry this magical bubble 
world around with me, inside and hidden from the world we all inhabit. A strange 
and wonderful world where the implausible becomes not only possible, but 
probable ... 

I see things from the comer of my eye that shouldn't be there, but are, if only for 
a brief, flickering moment. At a flea market, an old black teapot turns into a 
badger and scurries away .. . 

Oh, and the gargoyles ... silling high up on their perches, pretending to be stone 
while having long conversations with pigeons and crows. I've caught them 
twitching, moving from one position to another, the sly look that freezes mid
wink when they realize I'm watching. (2001,14-15) 

The next illustration, from Spirit.! in The Wire, takes place inside Woodforest Plaza, "a 

two-storied glass and concrete shopping centre," at night when the faeries are hosting a 



dance 

Considering the dancers she would have ell~ted [the music} 10 be far more 
exolic: some sort of outlandish elfin creature creating the music live, rnther than 
having it come from a simple recording. But the dancers made up for the 
mundane source of the: music. 

There were little people half Dick's [a hob) size that seemed to be made of 
twigs and moss and grass, although here and there she: spied a few similar 
creatures that looked to be made of wiring, with sparkplug noses and circuit 
board torsos. 

There were tall men and women with pointed ears, dressed in stately gowns and 
Victorian waistcoats and suits. Others the same size in rough fabrics with vests 
and cloaks that were as much leaves and moss and feathers as they wen:: eloth. 
Othc:rsslill in skateboarders' baggy cargo pants and T-shirts. (2003,353-4) 

In The Paganjsm Reader. edited by Chas Clifton and Graham Harvey, Charles 

deLinl is ciled as a significant source for contemporary Pagans (2004, I) and is referenced 

by Gordon Maclellan in his discussion of modem relationships with Faerie within the 

anthology (2004, 371). DeLint's books are recommended by Frnncesca de Grnndis, 

founder of lbe 31<1 Road Trndition of Faerie Shamanism, as an ellcellent sou~ for 

learning about Faery.2. According to an advertisement for Paganpalooza 1997, deLint is 

considered by many to be a "favourite Pagan author." lbese examples indicating 

deLint's influence are complimented by the testimonies of Pagan infonnants. 

Several of my interview participants were avid fans of deLint's works as were 

their Pagan friends, and many Pagan websites and online discussion groups attest to his 

popularity within the Pagan community. Pagan readers identifY with the enchanted and 

magical urban worlds hecreatC$. Andrea reported: "I can't think of anyone other than 

someone who is Pagan, living in a city, who would read Charles deLint. It gives you 

everything thaI we feel is there" (2003). Willa echoed Andrea's sentiments when she 



declared: "I love his stuff,it secms so true to my experience. ! fcel as ifhe knew and saw 

the same things I do" (2003). For many Pagans, deLint's books seem more real than 

fantastic becausc he deftly integrates the folk belicfs and worldviews ofdiffcrent cultures 

from North American aboriginals to gypsies with old-world faery-lore and modem Pagan 

or animist concepts. Thcse worldviews are contcxtualized within an urban setting full of 

ordinary people who are caught up in extra-ordinary events when the world of Faery 

crosses their paths. For a community of people seeking a re-cnchantment of the 

mundane, secularized urban world, urban fantasy by authors such as deLint offcrs a 

glimpse into thc possibilities of magic in back-alleys, trees that are fed by stories, bobs 

living in a used book-shop, ancestor spirit-animals living on the street, and pixies 

infesting computers faster than a hacker's virus. "!fthere really was a Fae doorway in an 

urban place, I think it would work very much like [CharlcsdeLint) describes it ... Ina 

romanticized way he does touch on a lot of the issues at the heart of urban paganism, in 

the sense of connecting both to the city and what lies bencath it, and fitting that 

connection to the sacrcd into a day to day life that doesn't always necessarily really m ake 

room for it" (Shadowsinger 2003). Erin reiterated what other Pagans had already 

affectionately stated: "I love Charles deLint! .. !love how he integrates the urban world 

into the spirit world. I think thaes fabulous. I love the idea that there's faeries hanging 

out in the alleyway. It kind of gives me hope that there's something going on in the city. 

[laughs). Something - that it's not spiritually dead .... That nature's fighting back; the 

spirit realm can eltistin this place." 

The intertwining of the spiritual, the world of nature, and an enchanting world of 



faeries and magical beings within an urban landscape ripened by hardships is what makes 

deLint's books so poignant to Pagan readers, As Erin states, these fantasy stories offer 

hope to Pagans that the modem, secularized city is secretly filled with magic and Spirit 

and otherworldly beings. Urban fantasy literature also provides insight into how Pagans 

might conceive of faeries and other spirit beings in a city environment. 

Although deLint is not explicitly trying to influence how Pagans perceive an 

urban world, his publications have nevertheless had an impact on his Pagan (and non

Pagan) readers as they are presented with a new, exciting, and enchanting vision of the 

city. Newford is the "every-city" that readers can identify with and compare to their own 

urban world. An informal on-line poll of a Yahoo! discussion group for deLint fans 

revealed that half of the respondents practice a nature-based religion (n-42). Although I 

can not draw any decisive conclusions from this small, select sample, my observation, 

supported by the testimonies of interviewees and members of the Yahoo! fan group, is 

that Pagans who read deLint's works are attracted to the seemingly Pagan elements of his 

stories and have employed his creative visions in their own re-visioning of urban 

landscapes. 

Faery Art 

Other artists have also offered glimpses into an enchanted urban world that is 

home to faery folk, though few so descriptively as Charles deLint. Brian Froud, an artist 

renowned for his faery art and his fantastical creatiVity, has painted and written 

extensively on faeries. His two most popular books on the topic are Faeries (1978) and 



Good Faeries IBad Faeries (1998). The fonner is a classic study of faeries as denizens of 

the United Kingdom's history. The latter publication offers greater insight into the spirit 

world of faery existing on the borders of this world. The book inspired an oracle deck 

fearuring Froud's faeries. 

"Good Fueries I Bad Faeries is about the magic in our lives today; it links faeries 

of the past with faeries of the present and future" (Froud 1998, n.p.). This grand 

collection of faery art indudes descriptions of many contemporary faeries both "good" 

and "bad".2'l Among these are Bright Shadow who ··fights the street shadows of drugs 

and menacing violence, illuminating dark alleyways with the light of her compassion," 

and a Disruptive Bogle whose ··mischief causes e-mails to be sent to the wrong addresses, 

faxes to arrive garbled or half printed, and mobile phones to go down" (ibid.). Other 

urban tricksters indude the Street Comer Lurker, the Buttered Toast Faery, the Pen 

Stealer, and Computer Glitch ~ all of whose characteristics are explicit in their name. 

Most of the faeries that Froud describes are playful beings and his descriptions of them 

are equally light-hearted and creative. This is rcflcetive of how most Pagans I 

interviewed relate to faeries in their everyday lives. Many of these modem faeries are 

derived from the antics of faeries found in old fairy-tales and elaborated upon ~ such as 

the tangled knots made by the Bad Hair Day Faery ~ while other modem faeries have 

found a niche that was unknown to their fairy-tale ancestors, such as the credit card. 

The artwork accompanying Froud·s descriptions is much less evocative of an 

urban element; the faeries are depicted either among other wild-looking faeries and 

toadstools or against a dark back ground. An extensive internet search for urban faery art 



reveals that there is little of it available online,26 and my elltensive perso nalcollectionof 

faery art and story books confirms that the vast majority of depictions are confined to 

nature settings. Faery artist Amy Brown has a couple of pieces that incorporate 

household elements, and a few other artists offer pictures of punk-like faeries in fishnet 

stockings and striped socks sitting in a concrete alleyway,17 but by and large the majority 

of faery (and fairy) art continues to focus on wild pan-lLke figurrs, Victorian associations 

with nature (epitomized by the artwork of Cicely Mary Barker), or spiritual entities 

pictured as ethereal light fonns (as many of Froud's more recent paintings portray). 

Artists and Pagans continue to primarily associate faery with the natural world of flowers, 

trees, woodland creatures, and the four elements of earth, air, fire and water. During my 

interviews J found this to be the dominant perception of faery. Some informants 

acknowledged that faeries could live in a city, where they would most likely be found in a 

garden or house plant. 

Faery Insights 

Gordon Maclellan's contribution to The Pagani:rm Reader entitled "Entertaining 

faeries~providesacompellingre-visioningoffaeryspec i ficallywrittenforanaudienceof 

Pagans. Maclellan encourages readers to look to their local landscape for faeries, rather 

than travelling to wild places anticipating encounters with majestiC beings. He reminds 

readers that the original Stories of faery were simple tales of «Jiving with the Good 

Neighbours down the road~ (2004, 368). These were the faeries of farmyards, hedgerows 

and homes, which can easily be translated to the urban and suburban neighbourhoods of 



parks, gardens, and houses. ''The World is changing and both ourselves and the people of 

Faerie with it. We who are Pagan seek a different relationship with the world than our 

recent aru;estors and !;aJI share a different set of friendships with Faerie" (ibid., 368). 

Several informants spoke of the tricks faeries have played with them in their homes. 

None spoke of leaving tradit ional food or drink offerings out for the faeries, as Starhawk 

recommends for modern families (1998, 193-4). However, Maclellan·! proposal has 

implications beyond acknowledging houseplant faeries who hide car keys. 

Graham HalVey's introduction to MacLellan·s article elucidates the possible 

results of applying his pen:eption of faerie to the urban world as a way 10 bridge the 

pen:eived gulf between nature and the city: "[Maclellan] suggests that our homes 100 are, 

or could be, part of the sacred ecology, the diversity of which Paganism attempts to 

enhance and celebrate. It suggests that while we might encounter much that is strange 

'OUI there' in the woods and wilderness, we might also attempt to make space in our busy 

lives 10 attend to those who live alongside us" (Clifton and Harvey 2004, 365-6). 

It is less-easy to conceive of faeries in asky·rise apartment building or hiding in 

alleyways. Urban faeries are rarely dealt with explicitly in Pagan discourses. However, 

they are not foreign to urban realms. In A Wileh's Guide /0 Faery Folk, Edain McCoy 

states: ~Whether you are in a magick tin:le or in a city apanment, or wandering through a 

secluded wood, your best chance to see faeries is 10 shift your consciousness to enable 

you 10 peer into the astral world where these beings live" (ibid., 38). She also admits that 

''be<:auseofthe decpan:hetypal associations of faeries and nature, many witches new at 

facrycontacl find that a natural setting better facilitates faery sightings and contact" 



(1994,41), however, this is in spite of the fact that faeries can be located anywhere, 

including within cities. In the companion book to Froud's Faeries' Oracle (a popular 

divinatory de<:k among Pagans I have met), Jessi~ Macbeth describes the relationship 

between human and faery worlds: "To interact with Faery it helps to realize that the 

otherworld is everywhere. It overlays our mundane world, enhancing il with magic and 

faery glamour when we open our eyes to see. The Faery counterpart of your own living 

room might be a garden, a meadow, a forest, ... oranythingelse~and the: energy of that 

influences you, whether you are conscious of it or oot. So wherever you are, the: faeries 

are there too - or can be in the blink ofan eye. You don't have to go anywhere special; 

where you already are is special" (Macbeth 2000, 24-5). 

The: ubiquitous presence of faery is central 10 an understanding of the po!;5ible 

urban Pagan relationships with faery, despite the promillCnt associations between faeries 

and wild, pristine nature. Publications such as deLinl's, Froud·s, Macbeth's, McCoy's, 

and MacLellan's play an important role in re-defining what has become the traditional 

visions of faeries in order to re-imagine the possible relationships between humans 

(especially urban-dwellers) and faery. Of the Pagans I interviewed who believe in faery, 

the majority of them spoke of the presence of faeries in their home or backyard. Though 

few admitted 10 having any tangible relationships with faery, those who did spoke 

positively of their relationship with these enchanted, otherworldly beings. Household and 

urban faeries offer a glimpse into possible Pagan relationships with the other,enchanted 

world that is more than a mundane world seemingly void of spirituality. For those 

Pagans who believe in faery (and not all Pagans do), developing a reciprocal relationship 



with faerie brings the mundane world into contact with the other-world and subsequently 

re-enchants mundania as a dynamic world that allows for encounters with the spiritual 

world and its inhabitants in everyday events, not just in sacred places and times. As 

Pagans seck to develop such a spiritual and enchanted vision of their daily world, they 

generally rely upon their own experiences but they are also influenced (explicitly or 

implicitly) by the books they read. Authors such as deLint, Froud, Macbeth, and 

MacLellan play an important role in exploring the realm of faery as it overlaps with the 

modem urban world. These authors specifically seck to shift Pagan understandings of 

faery away from the trivialized visions of Victorian flower-fairies to a more dynamic 

vision of faery as otherworldly beings offolklore both ancient and new. 

Urban SpIrits 

As has already been noted, Pagans primarily associate faeries with realms beyond 

the city rather than with urban environments. This does not preclude that they do not 

believe in spirits of an urban world as well - but many Pagans choose to not label these 

spirits as "faeries." Urban spirits and faeries are not synonymous; the former are 

generally allied with material things, whereas the latter are associated with ideas and 

behaviours. Penczak provides an example of urban spirits in the following description: 

Strong mechanical spirits live in the city, taking the form of trains, subways, cars, 
planes and streetlights... Working with mechanical spirits is an exciting frontier 
in modem magick... Some magical seekers prefer traditional techniques and 
paradigms. Others fail to resonate with them, since they are not living in an 
ancient culture. Modem viewpoints, like mechanical spirits, give modem 
practitioners a chance to find what [vehicle for communicating with spirit 
helpers] is comfortable for them. (2001, 62-3) 



Spirits and other super-natural entities are perhaps easier to conceive of as 

existing in an urban environment because they do not have specific associations with the 

natural world. Skyscrapers andthc: mechanical cranes that build them enthral one Pagan 1 

spoke with in Halifax. Amanita identifies skyscrapers as having individual characters and 

provided me with some of her art illustrating these tall beings. She is not alone in 

personifying sky-scrapers - she is pan of an online community that discusses these 

entities, As physical buildings, sky·scrapers are usually home to many large corporations 

and are centres of finance that enclose thousands ofpcople. According to Amanita, sky· 

scraper entities can see all that happens inside their glass and concrete walls as well as all 

that happens outside in the city streets far and wide giving them great wisdom concern ing 

events in the modern urban world. In a short story, Amanita describes the creation of 

these entities through the fictiolUll words of one Tower: "I gestated in the minds of my 

IlTChitects, was conceived on their drawing boards and computers, and finally brought into 

physical being by a great many hard-hatted workers and their machines:.n lbe creation 

ofa sky-scraper and its otherworldly embodiment are intrinsically conneo::ted to humans. 

A common trait of many urban spirits or entities is their connection to the physical 

structures of the urban world, not merely because it is their home but because both are 

created through human constroction. In regards to the creation of mechanical spirits, 

Penczak explains that "Regardless of the method of creation, the great creator spirit 

works through all acts of creation and imbues them with spirit energy. We are creators 

too, and we give our creations the same powers" (2001, 62). This theory was reiterated 



by several of the urban Pagans I interviewed and parallels the assumption that hand

crafted objects are mon: natural than mass-produced, machine-made objects because they 

have been imbued with human spirit and energy. 



Urban Deities 

Contemporary Paganism frequently includes polytheism among its defining 

characteristics. In some instances, polytheistic deities are anthropomO!phic gods and 

goddesses such as the Norse Acsir who inhabit the realm of Asgard. In other cases, 

polytheistic deities are personifications of those things deemed imponant enough by 

humans to have a patron deity. In either case, polytheistic deities have well-defined 

characteristics suited to their imagined roles. Frequently cited examples of polytheistic 

pantheons include Greek, Roman, Celtic, and Norse gods, which have been adopted by 

contemporary Pagans. 

In the re-enchanted urbanworld,the gods of ancient pagan traditions have a new

found home. Many of the ancient gods and goddesses were patron-gods of a city or 

central to the religious life ofa dty-state (Atherton 1986; Cole 1994; Eck 1986). These 

deities are being re-imagined by contemporary Pagans to accommodate modem urban 

life. For example, as a goddess of wisdom and learning, Athena might be considered a 

patron goddess of universities, colleges and libraries; Zeus and Odin (law-giving deities) 

may be found in city hall or parliament buildings; Hestia (Goddess of the hearth) might 

be associated with a furnace; and Hennes or Mercury (gods of travelers) might be 

invoked at a bus station or airport (Kaldera and Schwartzstein 2002, 48-54). A Pagan in 

an online forum stated: "One of my patrons is Bridget. Among her aspects is smithcraft. 

I consider smiths to be the engineers of the 'ancient world,' so I have no trouble picturing 

my Bridget as a modem civil engineer building bridges and skyscrapers out of steel." 



Ancient deities are frequently adapted 10 the modem world by Pagans, as is evidenced by 

many introductory Pagan books and online discussions found in public bulletin boards. 

In her retelling of a Pagan ritual, Loretta Orion recalls a notable example of 

secular and sacred symbols blended together. 

In Peter's ritual, for instance, the goddess and god were represented in multiple 
facet!;, many of which related to the contemporary world. One of the Amazon 
goddesses wore horn-rimmed glasses and a business suit. For American witches, 
a godlike personality in the world must be achieved within the parameters of that 
world, not the idealized world of the mythic past. The charge of the new moon 
goddess C"Ain't no mountain high enough'l gained considemble power because 
it was strikingly contemporary and secular. (1995, 154) 

The venemtion of ancient deities in a modem context, blending meaningful secular 

symbols with sacred symbols, lies at the hean of much of contemporary Paganism. 

In addition to traditional pantheons of many different cultures, 

contemporary Pagans have created entirely new gods and goddesses. These deities are 

specifically correlated with the modem world and its conveniences; they are inspired by 

mundane life and are said to be ""found" by the Pagans who name them. These new 

deities ""fill a modem need that our ancestors would oot have dealt with in daily life" says 

Shayleah Greenwitch, author of the online Kitchen Witches' Book o/Shado ..... s (2003). In 

the pantheistic worldview of Paganism, deity exists within all of creation. Found deities 

are the identified embodiments of modern innovations and are patron deities over aspects 

of modem life, especially those aspects of concern to Pagans as a community and as 

individuals. They embody characteristics of modem life and become a focal point for 

magic, that is, the focused attention of an individual's will to make change in the modem 

world. Many lists of new deities, written by Pagans from many paths, can be found 



online. Some of these lists include a playful deification of famous personages who are 

clearly identified with modem spheres of knowledge. For example: Albert Einstein, god 

of physics; Betty Crocker, goddess of the kitchen; and Bill Gates, god of technology. 

This form of godldess naming reflects and comments upon North American cultural 

preoccupations with personages more than it does the creation of new deities. To the best 

of my knowledge, no Pagan would expect to encounter Bill Gates as a god-figure in a 

spiritual context. However, many Pagans do interact with other foons of found gods and 

goddesses. 

Two prominent books have been published on this topic. The first book, Foul1d 

Goddesses: Asphalta to Viscera (1988) by Morgan Grey and Julia Penelope, is considered 

a primary source for this wide-spread phenomenon of creatively naming new goddesses 

and gods. More recently, Barbara Ardinger has published Fil1dil1g New Goddesses: 

Reclaimil1g Play/ull1~ il1 our Spiritual Lives (2003). The existence of found goddesses 

predates the publication ofthcse books, as Ilcamcd during an interview. Willa, a Pagan 

in her late fourties, made reference to Squat, a Goddess of Parking Lots. I initially 

assumed she had read Kaldera and Schwartzstein's recent book (2002) that describes 

Squat as one aspect of a triple urban goddess. However, upon further inquiry she 

revealed that she had first heard of this goddess from a friend in 1987 and had been 

invoking her ever since (as have her children) when she needs a parking spot. The true 

origins of found goddesses likely lies in the folkloric sharing of ideas among Pagans. 

Whatever their origins, Pagan publications have certainly brought the idea of found 

goddesses to a wider audience. 



In conversations with Pagans (many of whom have never encountered a book on 

found goddesses) J have heard frequent refc:rc:nce to Asphalte, a goddess named in Found 

Goddesses. Asphalta, the "goddess of all roads, streets, and highways, and guardian of 

those who travel on them, is best known for Her miraculous powers of fmding parking 

places" (Grey and Penelope 1988). Computer deities are also very popular among the 

found deities. Grey and Penelope list Digitalis as their Goddess of Computers;29 

Ardinger lists several names for this Goddess, each embodying a different as~t, 

including Nerdix, Compuquia, and Cyberia, as well as a wide variety of consorts, Good 

Neighbours, and a mouse totem animal (2003). 

Pagans are conscious that newly found gods and goddesses do not have the same 

historical credibility as the traditional pagan pantheons. This is not a concern for 

contemporary Pagans because many of the new deities are explicitly named with playful 

intent, as the subtitle of Ardinger's book suggests. An example of one such goddess, 

known by many names to the Pagans and non-Pagans alike who worship her daily, is 

Caffeina - the goddess of coffee. An enchanting artistic portrayal of her is Amy K. 

Brown's Java Goddess rising like a steamy genie from a mug of glowing coffee. Brown 

describes her artistic creation as being "inspired by a really great cup of Creme Brulee 

coffee, ... this morning muse is my vision of the Goddess of Caffeine in all her radiant 

glory. She who$C steamy caresses bring renewed vitality to weary minds and a smile to 

the lips of her devotees. Long may she reign!'.)(1 

Pagans are aware that the idea of a goddess of coffee is created through their own 

veneration of the ubiquitous source of caffeine in North America. The goddess of coffee 



is not a solemn deity who requires regular sacrificeJ' nor does she demand attention from 

devotees, Worship of her, that is, the act of drinking her "sacred brew," is done to satisfy 

the individual's needs or desires, not those of the goddess. Nevenheless. as the 

embodiment of a beloved drink, which many persons panake of on a daily basis, she is a 

real and important deity playfully invoked or blamed, as the situation requires. This same 

conceptualization of deity applies to all found gods and goddesses. They are real insofar 

as they are a personification of some element of creation, with whom Pagans may then 

communicate. They are playful deities because the act of creating or finding them is a 

joyful act for Pagans as they recognize and celebrate how the sacred can be perceived in 

every-daylife. 

Gods of the City 

So far I have discussed the development of distinctly modem images of 

polytheistic Pagan deities as they are associated with existing technologies and 

contemporary experiences. In addition, new deities are associated with the summation of 

contemporary urban life: the city itself as a phenomenon. One Pagan, in an attempt to 

elicit discussion of urban gods from a public online discussion 00anl called "The 

Cauldron," wrote: 

As much as I revere the Wild, there is an amazingly rich 'spirit' found in the 
city - the vibnmt pulse and rich arehiteclure. At times this Soul is even more 
powerful than that of the Wild ... Have any out there (especially those Urbanites 
on the list) come across the urban analog to the Green Man ... I have taken to 
calling it the Grey Man but wondered if anyone has something more concrete (I 
aimosl missed the unintended pun). [am seeking not so much urban gods but 
rather a god of all that is Urban. 



I was hoping for an urban analog to my woodsy patron. Secondly, the feeling I 
was getting seemed very similar in role and power to the Green Man. Lastly, .. 
the two beings seem to be in dire<:t competition and therefore appear to be rather 
nicely similar. If I like anything more than the Wild, it is symmetry. [Italics 
mine] 

The questioner re<:eived few responses within the subsequent thread of discussion, and 

those who did respond referred to ancient deities that they thought were alw applicable to 

the modem world in a specific fashion. Nobody confirmed an experience withofa single 

embodiment of the city. Nevertheless, the creative explorations of this individual 

illustrates the extent to which some Pagans are seeking to re.envision Paganism as an 

urban religion. 

The identification of urban deities can be understood through an anal)ll;is of two 

aspects of Pagan theology. Pagan theologies genernlly fall within two categories. Most 

contemporary Pagans are polythesists and/or duotheists and/or monists, but are 

ambiguous about their understanding of the nature of the Divine. As duotheists Pagans, 

particularly Wiccans. believe that that which is ultimately unknowable is nevertheless 

approachable through an understanding of complimentary god and goddess figures; the 

masculine and feminine aspects of the Divine. Because these figures exist in a divine 

unity, Paganism is monistic; they acknowledge that there is one ultimate source for all of 

creation. Oftentimes the ultimate source is called the Goddess (to contrast the Pagan 

understanding of the divine with the perceived monotheism of the Abrahamic religions) 

or else remains unnamed. Stili, Pagans generally prefer \0 acknowledge many diverse 

aspects of the Divine in the form of multiple gods and goddesses. Polytheism is favoured 

because of its pluralism and its ability to encompass and celebrate all of life's multiple 



and diverse experiences. 

lbe predominance of pluralistic polytheism is perhaps one reason why Pagans are 

hesitant to conceive of one universalized urban deity (a "Grey Man" to contrast with t he 

Green Man) in a socially diverse world. Although they share much in common as urban 

worlds, cities are distinctive in theireharacter. Cities are often attributed with unique 

identities, especially by those pcrwns who know them intimately as familiar places. Just 

as ancient Greek and Sumerian civilizations assigned patron gods to individual cities,oI\C 

might expect that contemporary Pagans would associate panicular gods with each city 

that reflect its character and the needs of its citizens. This does not seem 10 be the ease 

among the majority of Pagans. During my fieldwork I discovered that most Pagans do 

not acknowledge any specific city gods or goddesses such as Athena (Goddess of 

Athens), although after I posed a direct question regarding this during our interview, 

several infonnants were intrigued by the concept ofa patron deity for thcirci ty. 

Panicular aspects of urban and moocm life have deities associated with them, as 

discussed above, but the city as the organized home of people and buildings does not 

have the same form of anthropomorphized deity associated with it. For some 

contemporary Pagans, city deities might manifest as amorphous spirits arising out of the 

city itself as a unique phenomenon. Such entities are not only dependent upon, but 

birthed from, modern urban centers. 

SpirUortheCity 

Contemporary Pagans entertain an ambiguous understanding of what constitutes 



deity and divine beings. "Spirit" is one tenn that implies an otherworldly entity with 

whom Pagans can communicate and interact. One of my standard interview questions 

probed for a belief in some fonn of city spirit or pervasive energy unique to a given city. 

Most infonnants were quick to continn that their city (as well as cities in general) has a 

distinct energy to it that culminates in a unique, identifiable city Spirit - an urban Genius 

Loci or spirit of a place. Two Pagan publications, The Urban Primitive (Kaldera and 

Schwartzstein 2002) and City Magid. (Penczak 2001), also explore thcse concepts and 

provided my initial insighl into a belief in city Spirits. 

Kaldcra and Schwartzstein write that "each city has its own guardian spirit, one 

whose character is shaped by the souls of its living and dead. The specific spirit of each 

city has a personality all its own; this internal nature may change over time ... as various 

groups and cultures of people may enter or flee. It will reflect the major attitudes and 

opinions of the population" (2002, 3). In this passage, the authors anthropomorphize city 

spirits as social creatures who wish to be acknowledged (that is, to have offerings of some 

fonn made to them) and who interact with humans. These "guardian spirits" are also 

described as possessive creatures who desire 10 maintain a certain population. Unlike 

ancient anthropomorphic patron deities, these city spirits do not have an identity apart 

from their city. 

Penczak alternatively describes city spirits as "devas," which he defines as 

"energies, or spirit forms, who create the patterns of reality on higher levels of existence. 

The word is originally from Hindu myth, meaning something akin to angel, but the New 

Age had adopted it to mean creators, or angels, of nature" (2001, 66). He also outlines a 



hierarchical sehema that allows for multiple, polytheistic devas or spirits operating in a 

city: "All cities have a devie spirit in control of them. In many wa~, this is the spirit of 

the city itself. The overlighting deva of the city organizes the other spirits. The deva of 

New York City works with the deva of the Empire State Building, the deva of the Statue 

of Liberty, the deva of Central Park, and the devas of the East and West Villages" (ibid., 

67). As varieties of genius foci, Penczak's specializing devas attend to and represent the 

needs of particular communities. 

The descriptions of anthropomorphic and independent city spiritsldevas presented 

by Kaldera, Schwamtein, and PencVlk were not oommonly shared by the Pagans I spoke 

with or whose writings I accessed online and in print. This does nol mean thaI other 

Pagans do not share this understanding of city spirits (especially those who may have 

been influenced by these books), but it does not seem to be the dominant language or 

concepts used to describe an encompassing entity for the city. 

Danny, a 24-yc:ars old Pagan from Newfoundland, had lrouble expressing what he 

felt to be a vague "presence" in his city (SI. lohn's) and how that might relate to his love 

of "the Rock.'.Jl Like many Pagans, he has had little opportunity to discuss and share 

these ideas with other Pagans and may have never previously put words to his 

experiential knowledge. In his attempt to describe his relationship with the city, Danny 

related the following: 

St. 10hn·s has a spirit. I wouldn't necessarily call it a deity ... The same way I 
have a connection with the island and I could easily say that Newfoundland itself 
is a deity - not necessarily. J don't know if you'd call him land or what you 
would call it. But I do recognize; it's almost kinda like the city of SI, Johns is a 
spirit within the deity of Newfoundland .. , 



[T]his city definitely has a spirit. It's a compilation of everybody who's lived 
here since the beginning and everything that's happened here. II's like, when I'm 
walking down the street in the middle of the night; I feel that spirit - it's 
something - I feel a part of it; it's a part of me . 

Danny's connection (0 his island home is very strong. He grew up in a small community 

where the ocean was his front yard, but living in the city ofSt. John's has not altered his 

connection to the land. He is comfortable in the urban environment of his downtown 

home close to the harbour. For Danny, the city ofSt. John's is rich with a spirit that can 

be accessed from anywhere within the urban environment (including the dance clubs he 

frequents). A connection between contemporary Pagan Newfoundlanders and their island 

landso:.:ape was observed by Marion Bowman during her fieldwork in Newfoundland in 

1995. According to her informants, they sought to relate their rituals to "our fish, our 

seas, our icebergs, and our trees" (Bowman 2000). Although this is not true of all Pagans 

in Newfoundland, it is nevertheless an insightful example of how Pagans may create and 

enact relationships with their geographic locations and it provides a context for 

understanding Danny's hean-felt connection to the geographic, cultural, and social 

characteristics of his urban home. 

Danny's explicit discussion of the relationship between his city, his geographical 

island home, and himself was unique among my interviews, but his assertion that the 

city's spirit is a compilation of people and history is echoed in the responses of other 

Pagans from across North America. Phoenix confirmed: "all cities have a type: of spirit, 

it's put together by the people who live in it, its architecture, and layout. You fed 

different in a city than in the wilderness. You feel the energies of so many compact[edJ 



people Pllt together." Kat Morgan, from Portland, also emphasized the role of human 

energies: 'Theoretically, [ believe aU cities have some sort of underlying energy 

collection that feeds off the people and the people feed ofT of in rum. [don't know that 

this could rightly be called a spirit." Although she does not endorse the term "city spirit," 

her description of a relationship between inhabitant!; of a city and a unique urban energy 

is the same as that offered by other PagalL'l. It may be that she is unwilling to personity 

this energy, although she does liken the eIlergy of her city with u a unicorn: noble and 

untamed, but approachable for the pure in spirit." Whatever its metaphysical designation, 

the essence of a city is felt to be unique and to participate in a reciprocal relationship with 

it!; citizens. In response to my question: "Might)'Qu be able to identity a 'city spirit' in 

)'QUT area? (An underlying/encompassing energy/entity)" 19-yean old Mike, who is 

currently serving with the U.S. military in Korea and is a native of Chicago praclicing 

Paganism for four years, replied: 

Spirits in general tend to hang around cities [ have found. I'm not sure why this 
is, it's something I'm studying. As for the "spirit of the city," yes, ii'S like the 
collective emotiolL'l of all the people of the city all at once. It's very interesting, I 
son of feel sorry for people that never visit the city 10 experience this. I mean, 
think about it: How did the city get there? Many people pouring their Harte [sic) 
and soul, using their hands and heads 10 make something to last forever, to stand 
as a beacon in the night to everything that human kind has accomplished. How 
can that not have a spirit? 

Some Pagans interviewed had difficulty conceiving of one spirit that encompassed 

an entire city, though they felt such entities existed within smaller units of eonununities 

and neighbowiloods. Infonnants Erin, Andrea, and David each preferred to discuss 

localized city spirits that reflect a community rather than a broader city spirit. "I'm not 



sure there is an all encompassing spirit of the city," said David, and 18-years old 

practitioner of five years. "There are so many places and each place has its own spirit to 

it, so it is hard to identifY one single city spirit." The difference between city and 

neighbourhood spirits seems to lie in the degree to which an individual Pagan is 

experientially able to relate to different levels of communal organization from the 

localized to the cosmopolitan city. Penczak combines these two levels in his discussion 

of dews of specific places interacting with an administrative city deva. Andrea also 

perceives relationships between the smaller localized city entities through an analogy that 

equates areas of a city with body organs ~ all of which have an important role to play in 

the healthy functioning of the city. 

As the embodiment of the elements of a city - its civilians, buildings, landscapes 

and history - the conceptualization of city spirits is a re-enchantment of the urban world. 

Reverent acknowledgment of city spirits, deities, or devas also serves to re-vitalize cities 

as inherently sacred places for contemporary Pagans. In an online article titled "Finding 

Center," Faolan writes: "Gods and goddesses of ancient religion were extensions of the 

natural world ... Our deities, too, are extensions of the earth itself, and this demands that 

we come to understand the inunancnce of deity where we live, the spirituality of all 

nature, including the weeds growing in the cracks of the sidewalk and inse<:ts eating 

garbage in the alley. All ofthesc living creatures are part of the nature we revere" (n.d.). 

A re-enchantment of the urban world includes the recognition of animate extra-human 

and metaphysical entities within the urban envirorunent as well as the recognition that 

cities are inherently sacred. 



CHAPTER 5 

"WE ARE A CIRCLE WITHIN A CIRCLE" 
SACRED SPACES, PLACES, AND CITIES 

As the site of urban Paganism, modem cities are a contested space. They are 

locations of both the sacred and mundane. As the home of many diverse religious 

traditions, cities have been studied by scholars who acknowledge the importance of 

interactions between religious communities (especially minority communities) and 

distinct urban places (see Orsi 1999). 1 seek to join (his dialogue by studying the 

connections contemporary Pagans, as a minority religious group, create with the cities 

they inhabit. In the: cosmology of urban Paganism, cities are conceived as sacred 

locations; they are animated, imbued with irrunanent deity, and the home of many forms 

of extrahwnan and metaphysical entities. In addition 10 these re-enchantments, which 1 

have already discussed, [ shall examine the physical characteristics of the city that are 

seemingly mundane but ultimately I\IInctified through contemporary Pagan prnctices. 

Sacr ed Space 

Sacred space has traditionally been defined by scholars of religion according to 

one of two dominant paradigms. In the first paradigm, Mircea Eliade has advocated for 

sacred space to be: understood as inherent within a place:. On the other end of the 

spectnun, sociologists and anthropologists have promoted the position that sacred space 



is the sociological construction ofa given religious group. In the second paradigm, 

sacred space is ordinary space ritually made sacred or designated as SlIcred by a 

community. Adrian ivakhiv, a professor of both environmental studies and religious 

studies, presents a multi-facc:ted discernment of SlICred space that is reminiscent of how 

many contemporary Pagans conceive ofSllcred space. Accordingtolvakhiv, 

sacred space (is] shaped through interaction, overtime, between humans and 
specific extrahuman environments. As people live in particular places, their 
activities, including their attempts to 'anchor' their own vicws of the world in the 
landscape, 'orchestrate' those places in particular ways. But the orchestration 
includes players with very different agendas - among them, nonhuman 
inhabitants and environmental 'forces' or'actauts: Agency, in othcrwords,is 
complex and multiple, and it is always shapcd and influeuced by larger social, 
institutional,andhistorical structuros and processes. (2001,45-6) 

ivakhiv applies his concept of sacred spaces 10 rural geographical places (particularly 

Glastonbury and Sedona) held sacred by specific commuuities, but the theory of 

relational,interactive sacred space is applicable to urban centres and the experie ncesof 

urban Pagans, 

Saer ed Space and Place 

"Space" and "place" are often used as synonyms, especially when discussing 

sacred areas. However, Anthony Giddens and Yi-Fu Tuan clearly differentiate them as 

distinct and polar concepts. Place is an irmnediate expenential concept whereas space is 

often theoretical and "out there." Place is local,the setting of social activities, and has a 

physical presence while space can be dislocated from a place, can be spoken of as an 

absent thing, and may be a locale empty of meaning (Giddens 1990, 18-9). As they are 



experienced, place is an enclosed and humanized space: secure, familiar, well defined 

with a "geometric personality," and imbued with value (Tuan 1977, 17). Space, on the 

other hand, is undifferentiated and abstract; it offers freedom and movement (away from 

stable place), but is also exposed and vulnerable (ibid., ch.5). For Tuan, cities fall within 

the definition of 'place' as centres of meaning. As the abode of most Pagans, cities are 

experienced as familiar and secure homes. In contrast, roral and Wlinhabited (by humans) 

locations are characterized by open, less defined space that seemingly offen more 

freedom. Such a dichotomy illuminates the allure of wild as well as rural locales for 

Pagans as well as for many modern urban dwellers. 

On the other hand, cities might be experienced as offcring an alluring form of 

social freedom. In his dcscription of the antcbellum cities of North America, Robert Oni 

interprels the chaos and jungle of social outcasts as an opportunity for city dwelle rs to re

ereate ''the uman landscape as an object offascinalion and a fantasized space of freedom 

from social constraint" (1999, 6). lbis remains a popular description of the city by 

minority groups, especially eccentric minorities. Pagans often emphasize the ease with 

which they can be Pagan in the city without fear of being ostracized becauseci ty-dwellers 

are permitted (through social apathy) to be eccentric; Pagans are thus able 10 hide in the 

crowd if they want to avoid notice. This is also facilitated by the "alienness of the city" 

(Oni 1999, 7) thaI, despile distancing inhabitants from the world, is of benefit 10 Pagans 

because it enables safety in the shadows and crowds of nameless persons. In addition, 

bccause of the population density of cities and their purported attraction fOfeccentricities, 

Pagans are easily able to find other persons with similar beliefs in order to build a 



community of mutual SUp]Xlrt that can perpetuate the development ofuman Paganism. 

In Landscapes of the !)gcred, theologian Belden Lane states: 

The application oftheconccpt of sacred space to modern, technological society 
may at fIrst seem anomalous. We tend to associate the sacralization of place with 
'primitive culture' or at least with pre-industrial societies ... lfwe imagine sacred 
places within the hcartofgreat cities, we usually think only of grand cathedrals or 
sculpted city parks. Yet the axiom that sacred place is often very common place 
ritually made extraordinary would insist that manufactured as well as natural 
places can functiou in this way. (1998, 24) 

Although he is not specifically refening to a Pagan re-visioning of urban space, Lane's 

observations nevertheless reflect the ]Xlssibilities of applying a Pagan worldview, which 

recognizes the sacred in all things, to modern cities. He continues: "Sacred place is not at 

all necessarily pastoral andmral in character-something to be sharply distinguished 

from the fabricated spaces of an urban landscape. It is, after all, a function of the 

religious imagination, not a quality inherent in the locale as such" (Lane 1998,25), From 

an ernie perspective, Pagans might disagree with Lane's assertion that locales are not 

inherently sacred beeause they believe that the divine is immauent in all things. 

However, they would agree that sacred space is created and established through religious 

imagination during ritual and that they therefore have the ability to re-cognicize urban 

spaces as sacred places even when they are not consistentiyable to experience it as such 

in their mundane life. 

Graham Harvey observes that "In the circles in which rituals take place, even 

though they may be cast in someone's living room, time and space are experienced 



differently. In them Pagans step 'between the worlds' and into the Greenwood" (1997, 

164). Lynne Hume's anthropological study of Wiccan ritual creation of sacred space 

likewise observes that all Pagans "believe that the whole eartll is sacred and that sacred 

space can be constructed anywhere" (1998, 312). Sacred circles are ritually constructed, 

not because the location is not inherently sacred, but because ritual is a tool that "serves 

as a theatre of action which provides a bridge between the physical and met aphysical,the 

known and unknown worlds" (Hwne 1998, 312). 

Shadowsinger, a thirty-yean; old Pagan resident of Winnipeg, notes the dual 

nature of sacred space as it is conceived and constructed by Pagans: "If I am sac red,then 

sacred space is anywhere tbat J am. And if everything is sacred, then it is also everywhere 

that I am not:' She also, however, qualifies that there are some places where she feels 

more conneded to the sacred or divine, such as 3 local contemporary Pagan temple. An 

immediate sense of connection with the sacred is dependant upon multiple factors and 

differs between individuals. Notably, Shadowsinger's sacred place is a space set aside for 

sacred ritual and community events and is envisioned and constructed as a permanent 

sacred space. However, in most cases, Pagan sacred spaces are temporary spaces 

established at a certain location for the purpose of conducting a ritual. 

These spaces created explicitly for ritual use are distinct from sacred sites that are 

reo::ognized by large numbers of Pagans as permanent sacred places. As Jenny Butler 

aptly notes in her study of Irish Nco-Pagan sacred sites, even though "the totality of the 

earth is considered to be sacred" there remain special locations, sacred sites, that have an 

increased importance to practitioners (2003, 30; cf. Harvey 2000, 163). Butler 



spedfical1y addresses natural landscapes, but her observations of how sacred spaces are 

constructed can also be applied to the urban environment. Sacred sitCll may be 

rewgnized by the presence of supernatural entities, often associated with natural 

phenomenon; an emotional connection with a place; the presence of prehistoric 

structures; and the construction of explicit ritual centres (Butler 2(03). Although 

prehistoric structures are less common in urban centres, the remaining categories are 

applicable to urban spaces. Alexi Kondrateiv, in his interview excerpted previously 

(p.39), described the individual and col1~tive process of oonstructing a public space as 

sacred through a shared recognition of some innate presence. 

Alternately, I hypothesize that urban sacred places could be established in 

accordance with Ivakhiv's theory of sacred place as the culmination of complex dialogues 

between a place's history and its use. [f a group of Pagans were to celebrate the seasons 

in the same urban space for many years so that they become intimately familiar with the 

place and build a communal history there, then the temporary sacred space would likely 

be acknowledged (by the regular attendees) as a pennanent sacred place that could be 

visited between holidays and still maintain its liminal status between the worlds. This 

place oould be in a public park, a metaphysical bookstore, or a priestess' basement. The 

liminal and sacred quality of this previously mundane space might be attributed by 

Pagans to the energy repeatedly raised or the continuous presence of the GOOdess through 

frequent invocations. Shadowsinger's description of her local temple located in a 

downtown retail space implies that something similar to what I have hypothesized above 

has occurred there. Many studies of coven development imply this process, but I have not 



found any research on this phenomenon. Studies of Pagan sacred space almost 

exclusively focus on the role of creating a temporary circle for ritual or else on the 

privileging of ancient pagan ritual sites such as Stonehenge. An examination of 

permanent created sites would be of benefit in understanding the role of sacred space for 

a movement that is placing roolS, as contemporary Paganism is doing. 

The creation of sacred space aids Pagans in situating themselves with respect to 

the world(s) outside of a prescribed sacred space. Although Pagan sacred spaces do not 

specifically draw a physical demarcation between the sacred area and chaos that exists 

beyond as other religiOns do, sacred &-pace is nevertheless a bounded and relational place 

as it exists between worlds and provides a focal point for understanding relationships 

with those worlds. "Whatever the dimensions of the space with which he is familiar and 

in which he regards himself as situated - his country, his city, his village, his house -

religious man feels the need always to exist in a total and organized world, in a cosmos" 

(Eliade 1959,44). Contemporary urban Pagans situate themselves in cities and within the 

totality of the planet Earth. For Pagan men and women, the entire world is an holistic, 

ordered cosmos (which is simultancously chaotic) that humans can influence through 

microcosmic actions in the fonn of magic. Being a human creation, the city is 

theoretically the aspect of the universe that humans have control over, but even the city is 

beyond any person's control ~ause there are multiple agendas applied to urban spaces 

as well as diverse groups seeking to order their fraction of the city in accordance with 

their needs and worldview. As Orsi observes, urban religious topographies overlap with a 

multitude of "cultural cartographies - variant mappings reflecting complex histories. 



ideologies, spiritualities, and personal experiences and needs" (1999, 52). Auording to 

Orsi,thefeaturesofanurbanlandscape 

arenotsimplythesettingforreligiousexperienceandexpression,butbecomethe 
very materials for such expressions and experience. City folk do not live in the 
environments; they live through them ... Religion is always, among other things, 
a matter of necessary places, sites where the humans and their deities, ancesto rs 
or spirits may most intimately communicate; religious practice in the city and 
countryside alike engages the vicissitudes of the environments that humans find 
themselves thrown into and makes meaningful places out of contingent spaces ... 

City people have acted on and with the spaces of the city to make religious 
meanings in many different ways. They have appropriated public spaces for 
themselves and transformed them into venues for shaping, displaying, and 
celebrating thcir inherited and emergent ways of life and understanding of the 
world. They have remapped the city, super-imposing their own coordinates of 
meaningonofficialcartographies.(l999,44,47) 

Pagans identity the city as a part of the holistic world in which all things are 

animate and imbued with an immanent divinity. On individual and communalleve!s they 

designate what places are the spiritual hean of the city and in what places they have 

experiencoothe greatest connection with the divine or other city spirits. Over the last few 

decades Pagans have slowly beb'lln to come out of the so--called broom closet as a whole, 

and out of their private spaces into the public sphere. Pagan Pride Day, an annual 

international event, is one example of how this coming-QU! has manifested itself. In 

Pagan Pride Day events across Nonh America, contemporary Pagans of all traditions 

gather in a public park to celebrate the autumn equinox, meet other Pab'llll.S, and interact 

with curious non-Pagans from their city as they attempt to raise awareness of Paganism. 

One of the required mandates dictated by the Pagan Pride Project (www.paganpride.org) 

is that local coordinators of these events gather as much media attention as possible and 

host the event, which includes a public ritual, in an easily-accessible urban location so 



that everything is visible to the city's community, Pagan Pride Day is a public 

presentation that subsequently reclaims public and urbanspacc for Pagans, 

Common Sacred Spa« 

In addition to the popularly cited sacred places found outdoors "in nature," there 

are many common sacred places located indoors, within urban spaces, Primary among 

these are the pennanent altars located in Pagan homes (cf. Magliocco 2001, 8). Home 

altars are indoor sacred spaces that have been ritually established by individual Pagans (or 

a family). Altars are the sacred spaces that are maintained daily and serve as a focal point 

for religious actions within the home. These may be ancestor-veneration altars, working 

altars for ritual use, or a coHection of objects sacred to its creator. Household altars are 

illustrative of the ubiquity of sacred spaces in the daily lives of Pagans. The Spring 2004 

issue of Circle Magazine was devoted to anicles submitted by readers about the role of 

altars in their daily religious lives. Among the twenty·two submissions were titles such 

as "The Altar as the Heart of the Home," "My Ever-Evolving Altar," and "Broom Closet 

Altars." All of the articles advocate for personalized permanent spaces to act as focal 

points or reminders of Paganism as integral to daily life at home or work. Magliocco has 

also observed the prominent placement of altars. Sbestates: 

Most Pagans keep standing altars in their homes, where they perform rituals on a 
regular basis and engage in meditation and other forms of worship, Altars may 
also be constructed for a particular purpose: to honor a specific deity or to serve as 
a focal point for magical work towards a specific goal. ... Since Pagans believe 
deity is immanent, an altar can be made anywhere - on the ground in a natural 
place, at the base ofa tree, even in an office or hotel room. (2001, 8-9) 



In addition to small altars, the home itself is considered a sacred building and place. 

Andrea states: "I think that everything's sacred... People build buildings as not only 

dwellings, places to live, but also as something that is meaningful to them, so I find that 

very sacred." A5 human creations, buildings are believed, by many Pagans, to take on the 

energies of their archit«ts and builders - energy that was either physically or creatively 

exened. Homes in panicular playa spedal role in contemporary Pagans practices. 

In view of the fact that there are few Pagan churches or permanent community 

temples, homes provide a stable temple of worship. As an urban and lived-religion, 

Paganism is often enacted in the borne or backyard - somewhere with relative privacy. 

Nosey neighbours peeping on rituals and subsequently ostradzing the participants (or 

worse) is a common concern among urban Pagans; but behind closed doors, in the 

privacy of their own home or fenced yard, Pagans feci free to worship as they please. 

Reporting on findings from a survey distributed among Witches, Pagans and Goddess 

worshippers, Marilyn Gottschall states: 

Ritual performance is integral to spiritual practice and it is conducted both 
individually in home-based practice and in collective ritual. The primary site of 
religious devotion for this sample [of 50 participants] is the home (96 percent); 86 
percent reponed that the have home altars, and a majority of those said that 
turning their homes into sacred space, using icons, altars, candles, incense, etc 
was an important part of spiritual expression. Domestic devotional paths for 
almost all respondents include readin8and studying, often on a weekly basis, 
prayer and meditation, spellcasting, candle magic, and divination. (2000, 63) 

In my interviews with urban Pagans I did not specifically inquire about their 

familiar home-based practices, however, several informants made reference to regular 

rituals conducted in their home or backyard and described decorating their homes to 



deliberately create sacred space. My experiences visiting Pagan homes also confirm the 

prominence ofahars and sacred images. 

Homes function as more than temples for enacting ritual; they are also sanctuaries. 

In The Magical Household. Scott Cunningham relates how homes can be re-embraced as 

centres of magic. 

The structures that housed and protocted these early [pre-modem] peoples were 
more than brick, reeds or logs. Houses were psychic centers, pools ofprotet:tive 
energy in whieh families lived to guard themselves against the dangers of 
everyday life. 

The house was also a shrine to the deity of life itself. Its roof and walls served 
as a shield from the effet:ts of the elements (both physical and magical) and held 
in the home's luck, spirit or energy, while its doon; guarded against unwanted 
intrusions. The house sustained life; it was sacred and powerful. 

Today, however. we've lost our m)'lltic reverence for our home. Even those of 
us called toward the forgotten wa)'ll of magic often fail to sec its powen; and 
inlluences at work in our everyday lives ... 

Creating a secure, magical environment in our homes means fashioning an 
escape from the all-too-ph)'llical reality of a world that has turned its back on the 
spiritual side of life. Thc home can be transformed into a meditative cocoon of 
positive energy that provides refuge from the stormy atmosphere of our world. 

But the magical home isn't just 3 fortress. It is one in which the magic ofHfe is 
recognized and celebrated through timeless rites and spells. Even if we don't live 
in a seventeenth-century English cottage, a reed hut perched on the banks of the 
Euphrates or a hollow tree in the New Forest, we can create a place in which both 
ph)'llical and spiritual realities are acknowledged and explored, filling our lives 
with wonder and excitement. (Cunningham and Harrington 2003, xiv-xvi) 

Homes can become a world apart from the congestion of the urban world. They can be 

made as tranquil or energetic 3S the inhabitants desire. As sacred places, homes can be 

pel1iOnalized with interior designing and pel1iOnal affects. Sacred space does not need to 

be ritually constructed or filled with arcane symbols. In response to my question "what is 

(the) Sacrted and where do you find it?" Devi, a 17-years old et:let:tic witch from 

Pittsburgh, replied "In my bedroom. It's crawling with plants and herbs and animals. I 



bless everything that grows and it continues to grow and change. That is what is Sacred." 

For Devi, the Sacred is intimately connected to his personal home space. 

Sacred space is where Pagans connect with the divine - and they can do so from 

any location. Decorations and altars in the home can facilitate this connection through 

the use of sacred symbols and mnemonic devices that remind practitioners of the 

immanent omnipresence of the Divine. Homes are an intimate place set apan from the 

rest of the world by walls and doors, but they are also situated within cities and the 

entirety of nature and a part of both. Home have neighbours and roads that lead to them 

from multiple directions, lIS well as modem technologies connecting them to millions of 

other homes worldwide. Pagan homes may also become pan of a networt of sacred 

spaces when practitioners share their homes with other Pagans in group rituals. 

Cities as Sacred Space 

Despite the negative associations cities have gathered among Pagans as alienating, 

claustrophobic, chaotic, noisy, and distracting,ll cities nevertheless seem to hold a certain 

appeal. Easy access to modem conveniences is the most commonly expressed benefit of 

life in an urban centre, but the city is also felt by many 10 have its own charms and 

beauty. According to Robert Orsi, even in the mid-ninc:teenth century, "Some observers 

found in the Pandemonium, the human density, and even the squalor of cities a distinctly 

modem expression of the romantic sublime, evocative of the same emotions of mystery 

and the uncanny that others found in nature or ancient ruins" (1999, 14). Respectively, 

contemporary Pagans are able to make personal connections with uniquely urban 



environments. The Urban Primitive and GO' Magiclr are leslaments 10 these possibilities, 

and many olher individual Pagans have made similar declaralions during inlerviews and 

in on-line bulletin boards. ''Once a person in the city awakens 10 nature, lhey might even 

start seeing all the richness of life around them. II's nOljusl poople, garbage trucks, and 

traffic lights" (from Usenet 1998). Cu Morrigan, a 35-ycars old eclectic Pagan in 

Brooklyn, envisions cities as unique places of nature when he defines nature as "Woods, 

MounWins, anything that is a habitat for Ufe forms and allows energy to flow. In a 101 of 

ways some people would consider a City to be: jusl as 'Natural' as the deep woods .. 

I've always found the city to have its own ebb and flow. It has its own History and causes 

for things thai happen. II grows, it breathes and has its own life energy." 

Cilies arc communal spaces created by and for humans. 1bcy are composed of 

multiple, divCTSC, and dynamic communities of people that can enrich the lives of 

individuals. "Cilies are not only vast sources of power and spirit energy. They are, first 

and foremost. homes. People do make thc:ir livings there, but whal they really creale is 

life ... Each city has its own personality. Each has a distinct cnc:rgy, as unique: as its 

people" (Pc:ncUK 2000, 273). Given the contemporary Pagan worldview that all things 

are interconnected, community is a vital part of Paganism, even among solitary 

practitioners. In her introduction to tenth anniversary edition of The Spiral Dance, 

StarllawKreiterates: 

11tc: three: core principles of Goddess religion are immanence, interconnc:etion, 
IIIld community ... Immanc:nce calls us to live our spirituality here in the world, to 
take action to presc:rve the earth,to live with integrity and responsibility. 

Interconnection is the undc:rstanding that all be:ing is inten-elated ... 
And Goddess religion is lived in community. Its primary focus is nOI individual 



salvation of enlightenment or enrichment but the growth and transformation that 
comes through intimate interactions and common struggles ... Community is 
persolllll - one's closest friends, relatives, and loven;, those to whom we are 
accountable. But in a time of global communications, catastrophes, and potential 
violence, community must also be seen as reaching out to include all the earth. 
(1999,22) 

Cities bring people together and are often the home of humanitarian and social 

movements, just as they have hecn the home of contemporary Paganism. It should be 

noted that not all Pagans embrace the social and humanitarian ills that Starhawk and the 

Reclaiming Tradition she co-founded actively endeavour to remedy, but many Pagans arc 

involved with similar issues on a smaller scale offamily and local communities concerns 

Degrees or Urban 

Not all cities are made alike. Cities come in a variety of sizes and population 

densities. Some have more green spaces than others. Some have more skyscrapers and 

apanmem complexes. Even within a given city there are degrees of urban life; downtown 

core business and consumer areas are inherently more urban as congested, fast-paced, 

concrete jungles than the sub-urban realm of houses and parks at the edge of the city. 

lbis degree system is inversely proportionate to the amount of 'IllIture' visibly present in 

an area. Suburbs are popular residential area because they bridge the gap between rurnl 

and urban life (Tuan 1974, 225) and offer the best of both worlds in their access to nature 

(in the form of large open spaces) and modem conveniences. Some suburban Pagans 

have expressed that they would have a difficult time living in downtown areas because it 

is too fast-paced and lacks large areas of private space and backyards, while other Pagans 



enjoy the hectic-pace and find nature whC'rcver it manifesto; itself. From an 

environmentalist perspective, high-rise apartmento; are more earth-friendly than urban 

spmwl because they accommodate more people in a smaller area. In their desire for more 

space, suburban Pagans are impinging upon the very nature they profess to protect. I do 

not mean to criticize these choices, only to point out that those Pagans who live in 

apartment complexes are not necessarily any less connected to the Earth, and those who 

live in large suburban homes are nol necessarily more embedded in narurc or 

environmentalism. With or without the presence of green nature, from a Pagan 

world view cities are inherently sacred spaces inhabited by sacred persons in human and 

non-human forms. 



CHAPTER 6 

"WINDING. BINDING THE SEEDS WE'VE SOWN. 
WEA VING THE TRUTHS WE'VE KNOWN 
AND DRAWING THEM HOME AGAIN": 

LIVING AS AN URBAN PAGAN 

Having examined the multiple relationships between Paganism and the urban 

world, I return to the beginning to conclude that urban forms of Paganism are a genuine 

e)(pression of Pagan relationships with the world as a multi-faceted, fully-integrated 

whole. In o~ form, urban Paganism, as it is touted by authors such as Penczak, Telesco, 

Kaldera, and Schwartzstein, is a self-conscious expression of Pagan relationships with the 

modem urban world, but urban Paganism also manifests unconsciously in the lived 

e)(periences of city dwelling Pagans who incvitablyincorporate their daily experi encesin 

their religious practices and world views. 

PIIgllnism liS II lived religion 

A central aspiration of urban Paganism is to integrate religion and spirituality with 

the daily, lived experiences of Pagans. This is considered a na:cssity, not an option, 

because Pagan religions are conceived as a celebration of life. In tradi tional 

contemporary Pagan discourses the life celebrated is o~ of seasonal and life cycles. In 

modem practice, as Pagans have become more comfortable in their religion (most Pagans 



an: fillit generation converts), they are uniting their spirituality with their mundane life, 

In its essence, Paganism is a locally-based form of religion that arises out of experiences 

with, and observations of, the immediate world. It is thus appropriate that modem Pagans 

have creatively formed an urban expression of Paganism that is both geographically and 

spiritually rooted in their daily urban world. As Phoneix, who has practiced as an urban 

Pagan for four years in both Toronto and Montreal, explained, "My life is in a city, 

therefore my spiritual one is too." 

In order to integrate their spirituality and daily life, contemporary Pagans have first 

needed to rejet:t the modem dichotomy between the sacred and mundane and the 

secularized separation of private from public realms and religion from routine daily life. 

"Urban religion is what comes from the dynamic engagement of religious traditions ... 

with spedfic features of the industrial and post-industrial cityscapes and with the social 

conditions of city life. The results are distinctly and specifically urban forms of religious 

practice, experience, and understanding'" (Orsi 1999, 43). Contemporary Paganism must 

increasingly be ranked among the urban religions as it struggles to establish itself as a 

viable lived religion relevant to the modcm urban world experienced by Pagans. 

Paganism is a religion that is enacted in every aspect of a practitioner's life. TIle 

following Pagan chant aptly illustrates that every action participates in a religious 

enactment of Paganism: 

Let it begin with each step we take 
And let it begin with each change we make 
And let it begin with each chain we break 
And let it begin every time we awake. 



As Orion has noted in her anthropological study of Pagans, they seek to make their lives 

"a work of an by integrating what in mainstream culture is now divided into separate 

domains of activity: work, leisure, and religion" (1995, 70), Every aspect of life is 

incorporated into Pagan spirituality, 

Finding ways 10 relate 

Graham Harvey attributes the successful integration of these previously polarized 

worlds to the influence of shamanic traditions and practices within contemporary 

Paganism. It is the Pagan forms of shamanism, as opposed to the influences of 

ceremonial magic, that foster intimate relationships betwecn Paganism, urban 

environments, regional ecosystems, and the earth's biosphere. Shamanism positions 

Pagans within their relationships with multiple environments and ecosystems, all of 

which affect one another. Harvey notes: "The real shamans in the West are engaged in 

the difficult task of environmental education, they enable people to find ways of relating 

respectfully to nature. This rarely involves taking people out to the woods and playing 

drums, but it recognizes that cities Il/"C not separate from Nature and that they Il/"C pan of 

the environment, affecting and being affected by weather, air, earth, water, animals, 

plants and 'all our relatives'" (1997, 120). For many Pagans, life in an urban 

environment is not considered separate from life within the earth's biosphere. Living in 

the modem urban world serves to make Pagans more aware of the connection they must 

purposefully seek to rekindle with nature and of the obstacles that humankind has created 

to living in bannony with that same nature. 



Still, the urban world is often treated as an encumbrance. Silver Ravenwolf, a 

popular Pagan author who is adored by some and highly criticized by others in the Pagan 

community, approaches urban realities as something that can be addressed by witchcraft. 

r live in the real world that has such neat items as rent, phone bills, electric bills, 
family upsets, car problems, and bank snafus. Not to mention the biggies, like 
war, crime, and sometimes uncooperative neighbors. 

My point is that I can take this real world and superimpose upon it the world of 
illusion (which isn't really), in order to either fix or prevent many of life's 
difficulties - or even better, create happiness and well·being for both myself and 
others. (2000, xvi) 

It is promises like this that boost Pagan book sales among North Americans seeking to 

improve their lives with quick and magical fixes. Many persons who come to Paganism 

through such books are seeking a solution to some problem in their life. Many "Wicca 

101" texts present a superficial non-reciprocal relationship between Paganism and the 

urban world wherein Paganism, Wi tchcraft or magic is offered as a solution for escaping 

or transcending the modem world, though there are notable exceptions such as Jennifer 

Hunter's 11" Century Wieea. 

Re-visioning relationships 

Contrary to a perception of cities as bothersome obstacles to a spiritual life, many 

urban Pagans choose to re-vision their spaces as potential sites of contacting the Divine, 

rather than walls that distance them. In his online article "Finding Centre" published on 

his own web page, Faolan reveals: 

The days when Pagans dreamt of going to far off mystical groves to talk with 
their gods are not gone. These dreams are very much with us, and I think that 
anyone who claimed not to have these fantasies would be lying. It is a dream, an 



ideal, however, oot our daily reality. Ancient pagans developed a religion with 
holidays that reflected their personal life and experience. As modern Pagans we 
have the duty to learn the very same lessons and shape our earth-centred religion 
to the place on Earth where we Jive. In the end, the only way 10 have a truly 
Earth-centred religion is to go out and experience it ourselves on a daily basis. 
Through that first-hand knowledge we can find a spiritual connection to where 
we live, be it dense city or pristine wilderness. lbe Earth underlies it all, and is 
always with us. We have only to find it. (n.d.) 

Faolan astutely acknowledges the awkward tension between fantasizing about a magical 

rendezvous with the Homed One in a secret forest glade and the realities of daily life and 

urban encounters with deities and the sacred inherent in the world. Another Pagan made 

a similar but more forceful dedaration to an online bulletin board: 

lbe gods of hunt and harvest are removed from us by layers ofabstraction ... By 
worshipping these gods we remove ourselves from the gods of the city, of the 
workplace, of our ways of governing. Of course our dties are alienating 
monstrous creations that hide suffering, corruption and unspeakable evil, their 
spirits are lonely, for we have closed our can; to the spirits oftheconcrrte that 
carry thousands of people to their destinations. lbe old gods are in everything, 
not only in the base materials of nature. Look at the towering skyscrapers 
thrusting their way into heaven! How can we not pay homage to them as 
containing the power of the horned god? lbe network of roads, railroads, 
elcctricalcurrents, [andj telephone lines [arej all rivers that bring life and 
knowledge to the people. But the cries of their spirits remain unheard. For we 
have no care for the mundane world which we inhabit, baving been seduced [byj 
mirages depicting a world which we hope will be more real, more vivid and most 
importantly away from here. Many speak of the pagan faiths concerned with 
nature, but this is not the truth, the pagan faiths dealt direetlywith the experience 
of worshipper . lbe pagan gods watched over and gave meaning to all aspects of 
existence. (Usenet 2(00) 

Faolan and his fellow Pagan offer a practical solution based on the same mytho-historical 

description of early pagans that fosters a yearning to return to nature. Rather than 

maintaining that andent pagans worshipped nature, they observe that pagans created 

spiritual relationships with the world in which they lived. According to this narrative, 



prior to the building of metropoliSCll, most humans lived in a dynamic relationship with 

nature from rural Ilrea!l out of necessity. Contemporary urban Pagans have chosen to re

establish those relationships, but they are no longer limited to rural or dependent 

relationships with nature; they are encouraged to develop dynamic and reciprocal 

relationships with the world in which they live, just as their ancestOB did (cf. Starhawk 

2(04). 

Penczak reiterates thaI the "elements are all around us, always. You just need 10 

know where to look for them. By recognizing this, you can reconnect with the elements 

and honor the sacred in all your life. The more we connect to the sacred, them more we 

will simplify our lives and create more balance with our world" (2001, 101). 

Correspondingly, as an advocate for redefining urban-nature relationships, Starhawk 

writes: "Most witches, like most people in general, live in cities. llle elements are no 

less real in an urban setting, and the ecological issues concerning them are even more 

vital. My hope is that the lessons we can learn from rooting our spirituality in the land 

can also revitalize our cities" (1999,265). Witchcraft and Paganism profess a religion of 

ecology, thus one can not talk about cultivating a healthy relationship with the land or 

nature without also addressing the unhealthy relationships in existence. Relationships 

exist between Pagans and their cities and between cities and the eeosyslems in which they 

were constructed. These relationships are al the hean of urban Paganism - for it is 

through an understanding of these interactions that Pagans come to understand the 

intimate connections between everything that exists. 

Graham Harvey describes such relationships between Pagans, Nature and the 



spiritworld through his discussion of the Greenwood. He is quick to qualify the tenn 

"Greenwood," so that the reader will not think thaI Pagans are seeking a relationship with 

some otherworld beyond their daily experiences. "Although 'Greenwood' is a 

mythopoctic word, its purpose is nol primarily to entice people away to a fantasy, never

never land. It invites people not only to playfully re-enchant the world, but also to cngage 

with the political, social and economic realities which arc dcstroying life, species by 

species, and those far from abstract or anonymous forces which arc restricting people's 

access to, and encounter with, the diversity of both 'natural' and socio-politicallife" 

(Harvey 1997, 164). This is possible because "The Greenwood is a place where we are 

visitors and can encoUflter Life in all its many dimensions, with all itsrelat ionshipsandin 

all its profligate abundance" (Harvey [997, 164). The Greenwood mirrors this world in 

its multiplicity and diverse experiences, but it provides an opportunity to imagine and 

establish new relationships with the world as a Pagan. 

In(usingthe urhan with the spiritual 

Modem life has generated new occasions deserving of ritual acknowledgement, 

new relationships and new rites of passage. Thcse: include graduations, retirement, 

change in employment, travel abroad, and divorce (Telesco 2000, 69; cf. Starhawk. 1987, 

296)). Pagans have been creatively celcbrating thcse: moments since the beginning of the 

movcment undcr the influence ofGoddcss spirituality and feminist re-embmcings of daily 

experiences. The traditional associations established by Gardner and ceremonial magic 

arc also being challenged as Pab'3.Jls re-imagine their relationships with their immediate 



space and environment. Telesco coaches her readers to re-orient themselves to their lived 

environments. If a fireplace is located in the north and the closest body of water is to the 

south, it may be more appropriate for a practitioner to associate fire with the north (rather 

than the south) and water with the south (oot west) when conducting rituals at home 

(Telesco 2000, 69). Such innovative ideas liberate Pagans from what might otherwise 

be<:ome stagnant and meaningless traditions. 

Jennifer Hunter reminds readers that they are witches ootjust in the ritual cirde 

but also in the everyday mundane world. She encourages Wiccans to practice "magical 

maintenance" by imbuing magical intent in their daily, routine actio ns(I997,ch.1O). She 

encourages practitioners to make their world spiritually fulfilling and to continually 

remind themselves of their "witch-nature" by carrying a small mnemonic reminder of 

their beliefs with them. This includes experiences at home and in the workplace. 

Budapest's book The Goddess ill the Office (1993) seeks to revitalize the 

workplace as a potential site of Pagan spirituality and practice hy reminding readers of the 

astrological associations between the mundane days of the week and their spirituality and 

encouraging them to act upon the positive aspects each day offers and live a spirit

enriched life at work. Penc:tak also speaks of offices as an appropriate site forutban 

magic. ''The kitchen was the nome base of many witches. Now the office is home base 

for many practitioners. Magick is the linle things you do in life to effeet change. These 

acts can all be disguised as mundane work" (2001,146). Several infonnants described 

altars and sacred spaces they had established at their workplace, often times 

unconsciously. Office allan can be as simple as a few stones, plants, water and pictures 



organized on a desk corner. They serve as reminders of an animate Pagan world and the 

divine immanent in all things (cf. Penczalr:: 2001. 232). 

Cyber-space is another realm where Pagans are actively involved in re<:reating a 

Pagan community and re-establishing sacrality in the common cxperiences of Pagans. As 

a site of open communication, the internet fosters discussions that encourage more urban 

Pagans to embrace their experiences in the city. As an alternate world apart from the 

physical urban world, cyber-space provides a location for Pagans to gather whi le still 

seated in the comfon of their own home. Cyber-Paganism is re-visioning new ways of 

understanding connections between everything that exists. It is an expanding realm of 

possibilities for Pagans which I have explored elscwhere (Furney 2003, cf. Klassen 

2002). 

Urbl nPlglnisml. mundl ne 

So far much of my discussion of urban Paganism as a conscious pheoornenon has 

drawn upon puhlished examples, which do not necessarily reflect the beliefs of all 

Pagans. Books that promote the notion of urban Paganism and attempt to define its 

manifestat ions are limited to the views of the authors and are also relatively new to Pagan 

dialogues of urban expressions of Paganism. Many Pagans have not spent much time 

pondering or developing a personal vision of Urban Paganism. However, I would classify 

all city-dwelling Pagans as urban Pagans as an imposed sociological description. I have 

noted many Pagans who use "city" or "urban" as adjectives to describe their Pagan selves, 

which indicates 10 me that there is a growing awareness within the Pagan community that 



many contemporary Pagan practices are expressiortll of modem, urban life. Whether or 

not they self-identify as "urban Pagans," urban-dwelling practitioners employ 

indiyidualized and urbanized expressions of Pagan practices and beliefs in their daily 

religious practices. 

Most urban Pagan practices are mundane insofar as they are the every-day 

applications of religion that may eyen be considered routine. For Pagartll, acknowledging 

the presence of nature and the elements in daily life does not require formal rituals -itis 

simply what they do. Honouring the God andlor Goddess manifested in the world does 

not require extra effort in the urban world, despite the assumption that it is easier to feel a 

connection with the divine (in the form of nature) in secluded and pristine rural areas. 

When asked where they communicate with deity or the Sacred, informants unanimously 

responded that they can do so anywhere and eyerywhere and only mentioned nature 

loeatiortll (if at all) as a secondary thought. There were many specific and unique 

personal places mentioned by informants ranging from a workplace parking lot to the 

shower. The following examples illustrate the mundane locatiortll and regularity of 

applying Paganism to daily life: "I communicate with the deity right here in my 

apartment mostly, though I believe that She's with me no matter where 1 go. It' s not 

unusual for me to cast a spell when I'm out doing something and feel the need for it at the 

moment" (Andrea). Willow adds: " I communicate with Deity wherever 1 am ... there is 

no set physical space for me. Often times it's as I head off to sleep at night. If I am 

working with a group then it will be within the cirde we cast. But mostly for me it will 

be during meditation, and that can happen just about anywhere .. at work, on a bus, 



wherever I am ... " (2003). Ravenharte, a 35-years old Pagan of eleven years, speaks as a 

busy priestess and mother who incorporates Paganism into her daily routine as a normal 

practice when she declares that she communicates with deity "[a]nywhere, anytime. I 

have a personal altar of course, I have a Goddess garden, I have a consecrated ritual 

room ... any of these places work fine. But so does driving in my car to the kids school in 

the a.m., sitting at my dinner table, or just lying in bed." 

Although the majority of Pagan discussions disregard the role and influence of the 

modem urban world in their beliefs, practices, and rituals (preferring to highlight ancient, 

authentic sources or personal,inspired creativity), there are occasions when the urban 

world is acknowledged. During a summer solstice ritual in 2003 I was intrigued to hear 

the Priestess describe the city awakening around us as we gathered in a public park, 

hidden from the urban world, to watch the sun rise. Although these were the only words 

spoken about the city, they were influential in how participantli were encouraged to locate 

themselves in relation to their outdoor surroundings. The ritual language drew positive 

attention to the background noises that might otherwise have been distracting to 

participantli in the ritual. Gerald Gardner was no stranger to urban practices in his 

London flat. In his seminal book Witchcraft Today (first published in 1954) he describes 

the practices of witches creating circles that include markings on the carpet and require 

moving furniture - as if indoor rituals in an individual's home are the nonn (1999, 26). 

Janet and Stewart Famlr, in Eight Sab/xlu, also presume that rituals are conducted 

indoors in their descriptions (19900, 36-7). Raymond Buckland acknowledges that 

"although many Witches meet, and work, outdoors - perhaps in the comer of a field or in 



a clearing in the woods - it is not always possible for everyone to do that. Many live in 

cities and towns and are unable to get out into direct contact with the earth. This does not 

mean they cannot function. Your temple can be an outdoor one or an indoor one" (1993, 

19). Silver Ravenwolfclassifies"two types of physical sanctuaries-inside an enclosed 

area, or outside in the world of nature" (2000, 76) without giving preference to either in 

her description. Vivianne Crowley and &ott Cunningham also admit that indoor rituals 

are often more practical and realistic (Crowley 1996, 41; Cunningham 1999a, 57). 

Starhawk does not directly address the issue, but she does make refercnces to indoor and 

urban rituals that she has participatcd in and uscs urbau analogies (1999). Most of these: 

prominent Pagan figures encourage outdoor rituals whenever possible, but they are not 

strangers to the urban realities of Pagan practices. I have included these examples 

precisely because: they are prominent figures in the Pagan community past and present 

who inevitably influence, to some degree, how other Pagans construct their own beliefs 

and practices. 

But as Pagan magazines also demonstrate, common PagansJ04 also have an 

understanding of Paganism that does not exclude the urban world. A special section on 

altars in The Beltane Papers: A. Journal of Women·s MYSTeries (Swnmer 2003) embraces 

the practicality of both home altars and cyber altars as indoor sacred spaces. In Pan 

Gaia: .A. Pagan Journal far Thinking People a debate of whether or not Pagans should 

create their own religion made reference to the specific needs of modem urban Pagans 

who shape their religion to the modem urban world by necessity (Summer 2003, 18). An 

article about "Sacred Creatures" in the Fall 2001 issue of Circle Magazine does not avoid 



urban realities in its description of')llant and animal teachers" (5) and an earlier issue of 

the magazine (when it was called Circle Network N~s) features a special section on 

"Nature: Magic" (Summer 1988) that includes testimonies of urban relationships with 

nature, I had specifically ordered this issue to re:ad the section on Nature: Magic and was 

delighted to find expressions that supponed my thesis that Pagans embrace the urban 

world without specifically dwelling on it. In one of these articles a disabled and bed

ridden woman describes the tree outside her bedroom window, her only visible 

connection to green nature, and the lessons it teaches her (12) while in another article the 

author describes how her family first discovered ''nature spirits" while working in a 

garden and has since found them "inside, outside, where we live now, in the suburbs, and 

in the cities" (15). 

These examples serve as an indication that urban expressions of Paganism do 

exist under the surface of a religion that often seems more concerned with inner spiritual 

transfonuation and pristine outdoor realms of nature than with the immediate state of 

urban and indoor life. Even without addressing the popularized (and trivialized) 

application of spells to the urban world epitomized in mass-marketed renditions of "a 

witch's spell book," it is clear that urban fonus of practice have always existed in 

Paganism and are growing in a self-conscious m::ognition that, as a lived rel igion, 

Paganism must address the realities of daily, modem, urban life. 

Conclusion 

To conclude, Paganism is a lively new religious movement and an enthusiastic 



spirituality seeking to re-claim the: urban world in which it exists as a place ofdi verse 

possibilities and relationships. Pagans are re-imagining cities (both purposefully and 

instinctively) and applying their ooncqJts of an animated, interconnC(;ted Nature, in which 

the: divine is fully immanent and accessible, to the secular urban world. In her appraisal 

of nature religions (including Paganism) Albanese states thal"while iti saneasypathin 

nature to the: wilderness that avoids the human community, the: tangled road back to the 

city and society has more often been taken ... 1be presence of nature religion in America 

is one more sign that, ina secular society, lhe:sellTCh for the sacred refuses to go away" 

(1990,201). 11 would be potentially easier for Pagans to dismiss the: urban world, pack up 

their belongings and spiritual beliefs, and head out to the: great outdoors to live 

hannoniously with nature. Although they would be faced with new problems, mostly 

lhoseproduced by their beloved Nature,at leaslthey would nOI have 10 deal with the 

noise and fast-pace of society 01" be implicated in the: ongoing destruction of the Earth and 

her resources. 1be reality is that the majority of Pagans are not leaving the: cities. llIey 

are using their experiences in the urban environments to re·imagine possible relationships 

with the Eanh and with all that exists in the world. For Starhawk, living as a Witch or 

Pagan means "choosing to take this living world, the people and creatures on it as the 

ultimate meaning and purpose of life, to see the world, the earth, and our lives as sacred" 

(1982,11). Such a philosophy of life is as imponant in the city (ifnot more so) as it is in 

an idealil'.:ed rural existence. 

I have argued that Paganism is negotiating its relationship with the urban world. I 

would like to reiterate that this is an ongoing process and is oonducted both actively by 



those who have realized the necessity ofre-imagining their urban relationships, and 

unconsciously by those who have not yet come to terms with being an urban Pagan but 

nevertheless continue to live lIS one. In some ways urban life has changed Pagan 

practices by forcing open doors to new and innovative possibilities, but in many others 

ways it is the Pagan worldview that has changed how the city is perceived. There is an 

ongoing dialogue between the cities and the Pagans who live there-one that shares a 

love of diversity and multiplicity and embraces creativity. 



NOTES 

t The neW5group'i targeted included Yahoo and MSN groups for Pagans in genoml. Pagans in specific 
gwgraphical "reu (mainly Winnipeg. St. John's and Halifax). and for Pagans who 'l<lf_identify n ulban 
practitioners. 

1 The reduced impoNnce oflocation is 1i-eq000tiy referenced as one of the benefits ofintnuet mediated 
researeh. Sec Bampton and U>wtOll 2002, CI. r1r.e 2000. and Dawson 2000. Hewson n a/. 2003. 

l Both the ARIS 2001 and the NSRII99(lwcre condu<:1e\l by the GraduateCenteroftheCityUni"-ityof 
New Y orlr.. The ARIS consisted af a random di&iH!ialed telephone survey nf 50,281 continental Ameneon 
bouseoolds,whichaskedthe.impleq .... lion: Whali. y<>Urreligion,ifony1(. Ddol..,i"'luirtd.bootlhe 
religion oflhe """''1<). bnp 'itwww IN: cllny wulstudin/&rj<.pdf. 

• Statistic repons represenl exclusive groups. When looking al the stalistical numbers f"" Pagans. f"" 
example, one must wonder where the Asatrwlr. Discordi.ns and other Witches and Pagans not specifieolly 
named in the survey are grouped and counted. The 2001 Australian Census add.-essed this issue by 
providiTli roore categorie. and thus a roore ondusive and det.iled esrimate "flhe Pagan popular ion 
According to . report on Nature Religions in AuWa lia by the Christian Research AS$(I(i.tion. based on the 
numbers fr-omthe 2001 AusrralianCensusthcreare 10.632 Pagan<, 8.756 Wiccans/Witchcs. 1,085 
Pantheists. 696 Druids. 763 AnimiSl$lnd 2,225 pef$O/\S who identified with some ~0I1Ier" nature reli&ion 
(f"" alQtl.1 of24,156). In t"'-"I there wu I 247.7% incre .. e in persons identifYing wilh nature reli&iom 
$incethe previous eensusin 1996(Chnstian Research A."""i.tion. 2003). Statislicsalsos.ufferfr-omthe 
"broom c1oset".yndrome(l tennthat is popul.rlyappliod In Pagans wbo f"" pe!Sllfl.ll """""ial rea..,nsoo 
001 readily reveal their religiom beliefs) .. many Witcl>cs and Pagani oonotpllblic1y",lf-idenlifychc ir 
reli&ion IS Paga/m/lt. F .... example, they maychoosc to identify • • Unitarian UniveruliKs because they 
may have I joint membeRbip with thaI group, ""they may "'lect ""me OIher rnnre publicly accepted 
category such.s their religion ofhinh; Christian PaglJl' may .imply identify IS Christian. In the Canadian 
CCfI.US, re'l"'fl'lents had to check I oox signifYing thaI they adhere to a religion OIherthan the IrIdit ionol 
world religions Ii.ted and then fill in a blank line . In additiOll, a spouse completing the survey may 001 be 
aware of,or choosc to nntacknnwlodge. thattheirpannerorchildmo are Pagan practitioners. Theseiss .... 
are les.likelyto affect the "ati"i .. ofmain.tream and publicly acccpIcd religion. 

J Tbetenn 'paglJl'has vmouslybeenusedtodelineate any""a11nfthefoliowing:pc!WIIsnntoftbe 
Christian faith. ortradition. devc1opc:d in oppnsition to ChriSlianity or Chrioti an esoteric traditions at Susan 
Gownwond defines modem Pagani~m (Greenwond 2000), persons nnt of the Abrahamic ",ligion" Gnddess 
W(H1.hipperJ. Witches. Wiccan~. Druids, the Church of All Worlds. Aut....,. and Odinists, 
Reconstructiooisrsofpre-Chrisrian religions and cultuTC'S,Ce-re-moni.1 Magieians, Discon!ians,Satani st" 
pracl1tioneJ1- ofVodoun and Santeria. 8uddhists. Hind ..... Native American !Bditioo" . oo Atheists . oo 
AgnnsttCI (10 name only some of the contemporuy groups) 

6 The Chun:b of All Worlds i. a prime example of the SImultaneous explicit and brood u"" of the tenn 
Neopagan. for it wu the founderTtm (aka Oberon ""Oner) Zell who is credited with fiTSl ooining the term 
~Neopagan~ for popular lISe in the contemporary Pagan commUllity in order to distinguish Gnddess 
worshippeJ1- in general from the JTK)re specific trulitions ofWicc:a and Witchcraft (Melton 1992. 325: Adler 
1986.293-5). MembeJ1- of the Church of All Worlds considerthemsclves to be Pagans. but 00 not claim to 
bethequinte-ssential eumple 



1 Thcconceplof""'ture.bosedrelillion~WII.firsl introduccdby Cotberi ... Alba ...... (1990). butith .. becn 
critiqued as too bro.d ofl catego<ylO adequately dehneate comemponry Pap,usm (Pearson 20(0) . 

• NotalIPall""lIfOUPSorefocusedOll ... t~. SomcPapnsconcentnleOllrecreati"llancientcultwll 
tnHlitions-l""h as some TeOOfIstructionlSlS. while othm Ire primarily CO<ICefMd Wllh more IbstnIct rituals 
.ndcelestillbeina:sandOCC\lm'J>C<'i-loUChuceremo,ualmagicilnl 

'GentldG.rdllCTffilbli.hedhi.lirslcovenmBritainin 1953 ...... yearbeforepublishi"llH-,lCllcroft 
Todoy. In NOfIh Ammca. Fm-feri. was founded by Fred Adams in 1951 (then ClOned the Fellowship of 
Hesperdes)"nd tM Chureh of All Worlds WIIS incorpo .. ted by Tim ZeI1 ,n 1961. Thcse&JOUllSprovided 
the fOUndalionslnd p~neeforlM Pagan movement in Nonh AmeriClO 

It l ..... tM term ....... n.......se~ mber lhan ITWIufldured or Inifa.c\ because this was tM lerm most commonly 
usedinPagante~ .. at>dsubsequentlywaslhetcrmlusedin'"teTV1ew"uestionl. 

11 Thc p«:hmn.aryre-sullSofthisresean:h wm-pte$Cnted 10 the Papn Sludies Confm-t>ee held in 
COIIJtmCtion Wllh tM American ACIOdemy ofReliBiOll'. Innual meeting in November. 2003 (for .... hich I ...... 
not in Ittcndlt>ee). HoweVC1". funlter corr-espondence with Griffin Iw revealed ""'t.M is not yd willl"8 10 
relea~ Iter lindi",. until !lite ha.compleled I limiter analysi. of 1M surveys 1M collected (Personal 
Comrnunicauon.Dcc2(03). 

11 Forlfunltere""minationofWeber·.Mdisenchantment~inrelarionslupWllhPaJlnworldviews see 
Kocku Von Sluckrad', ~R«nChanbng Nature: McxIern Western ShalTWlism Ind Nineteenlh-Ctntury 
ThougluH (2002) 

Uo..I6Novemberl99S~lenlFox.ndDenni.ClrpmettrspokeI11ItePhiladelphiIPag""Meetillion 
..... rban paganism: brinll'ng Earth religions inl0 1M ciry.M 0.. 9 Mlreh 2003 1M ADF ltoSIed I discussiot111 
a local occult shop m lite San Fnmondo Vaney on uman pall""ism. 0.. 12 Cotobet 2002.11 the 4'" .nn ... 1 
meetmgO(IM Pall"" Fede .. "on in Ponugal the fi11 speaker's topic was~npagani.m. Several Pag"" 
Pride Day worksltops overthe put seve .. 1 years have 11$0 addressed this topic. {Thesourcesforthesc 
evtntsoreoldonlinene\Oll"Slenersca.chedbyGootl:Ie.) 

"This is COIIfirn>«l in the Pagan Census distribtlted by Helen Be'lerandAndruCorbon Arthcn.a.ccording 
lO .... hich·'ltemajonty(S8.4perctnt)ofrespondentsstates[si<:jlhattheydid[noI]lnend.festi ..... linthe 
p ... viousyear.0"1y38.lperttntstatethaltlteydidan ...... llleutonefesti ..... linthep ... viousyeor.Thc 
restofourrnponden\f;donotonswerthi.q~ion.M(Ber&eretI1.2003.207.Thc ... isl'YJ><llVlplticaletmr 
in the text .... here "not~ WII$ Wited from the ...... o£o Ii .... Read in context. I mUSl_umc thaI the luthoR 
me",,1 to fUte that S8.4% did 1'fO' an ....... festival.) 

" H. Bergerdon note that f<'$livll Inendeeslre more politically lCIive (2001. 211. 2IS).""weVC1". thi. 
don not secm to be the kinc!ofdevotion andactivirylhatJO!"JICnsen.t>d RU$SCl1.lI00. 1O.t>d Slys nothing 
directly lboot their pa11icipalion in the Pagan movement. 

10 According 10 the PIC"" Census. oft!tose ""woo In<:nded I festival in the previous ycar. 4).9 pen:cm went 
10 only one. and 24.7 pen:t;nl lnended rwo. o..ly 7.4 pereent oflhose who Incnde<\ festivals pa11icipa!ed in 
five or more fwi ..... lsM(Bergeret.1. 2003.208) 



17 Adrian lvakhiv develops a u5eful diocOUAe ofnarure in hi. 1999 article"Whose 'Narure'? Rellection in 
the TranS«J>dcntal SIgnified ofan EmnJlng Field.~ 

11 Lovelock's lim book 011 the subject WU publisbed in 11I79,although he had previously publishcd papc" 
inocientificjO\ll'l\als(Huttoo 1999.3S2) 

19 I mUSithank Dr. Ma1\ Rumi forbringingthis to my Ittention in hi. paperpre5Cnted 10 t:be Canadian 
Society for \be Study of Religion, titk<\ uBinb HiI1 Pork, the Dakota Sun(]anec and the Swtatlodge: 
Establi.hinji.SacredSiteinaPruvinciIIPork,~0rJ31 May 2004 

10 In most cues. the individual is 'chosen' by the totem InimallO be pari orthat totcllKlan. However. the 
individual muSi first recognize that he orsbe has been chosen. In some cues, an individual maycboo5e hi , 
or her OW11animlloutofade.irelO..Jop!tbea.sociatedanributc«ofthatanimal,butwill usuallya!so 
IoCknowled", that anod>er toUm has chosen himlhern well 

21 For exampl ... sec Graham Harvey's (2000) UFanwy in the study ofrelijiions: Pajianism IS obstrved and 
inh.ncedby Terry Pratchett"in t:beonlinejoumalDiso •• ndhisrnorere<:e1\tamcle(2004)UDiocworldand 
OtherwO<1d: the re-mchantment of nature is Paganisms" in Lynne Hume and Kathlftn McPhillips' (eds) 
Populor Spiriwaliric: Tlte Polirio o/Come"",.".a? Encloon/"",nl. Also see Carol Fry', (1990) u'Wbat 
God Doch the Wiunl Pray To': Non-Pagan Witchcrafl.nd (antllSy fictiOJl" (E~trapolation 31(4): 333-346) 

n Early stories unfolded in Ottawa. but the majorilyofhis recent worb are situated in a fictional cily 
called Newfonl, which could be any Nonh American city, and feature a memorable cast ofcharactm who 
reappc.rinSlOn .... 

2J According 10 hi. ooline FAQ many fan. have inquired ifdeLint is. Pagan. In his response be staICS that 

hcisIlOtPagan.butdoesholdanimistbeli.fs(www.sfsite.oomIcharlcodelinll) 

z.o deGrandis' liSi ofrecommcr>dcd _= can be found online It 
hnp ·"'YWW ... ,11 Gom/!!Wl>lhinlrdfWitc;!UMbcdlj!l!Y blm!. 

2$ In houd"dcscriprion .... good .. f.erie.tendlObe bright spiritual heale", while "badU foeri •• trnd 10 be 
duter,gioomy beings or prankSl',," 

26 For some examples see ht!p:l/ n,cturcvl<mn< comIV,cwS",locted cfm?tD-1 til 

hnn'llwww IMIhug oN,ukli''''joIyrb.onftjrj ... btm and hnn·lltwjljgbnims;< roml. k"kimi6t hlml 

27 Thesc',treet_toujih' facriesar<:jieOCT1llilydrawn in ajapanimatiOJl-style and are thc most easily found 
imajies of wban faeri ... 

21 Amanita kindly provided me with several pi«,es ofher writing, inclu(bng I short-story draft with thi' 
in.ightfulpnsage. 

19 Unfonunately [wunollblelO find a copy of Grey lnd PcnclOf!C's book and have had to rely Ofl 

di5C\lssions of it in other """"'"'. Excerpt. we ... found at hnn'lInwktor ory/moonhauWve hlm1 



JO Brown'. painlinl ond commenl can be found online 01 
bltp:l/www brilMrwindlw!!)!iDYgnfSF J,yaCjgddrM bnnl. 

)1 Few conlcmporuy Pap'" belie~ lhattMir,oo. m:jUI~ oacritica, Tbe offerin&J ~ntcd by Papns 
ue Joyful Kifts lhat honour ond lhank !he dellles ralher tharI • 1001 of exchanle \0 aillY lbe wmh of gods 

lI"TheRock"i.an-rtlydescripli~nicknameforlhe;'landofNewfoundiand. 

1I Sevel'll infOl'TTlllntsdescribedneptiveltlribulesofciries,wbich lbey have overcomc in order 1o praclice 
lhelrreli,;on, 

)f E~cry Pagan or Won\efI'S Splriluality magni"., lhatl hllve read in~llespncl"lll readen \0 ",broil articles 
forpublicalionondthemajorilyoflhc""'pzinci.compri ..... ofthe5cuticles 
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